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ABSTRACT 

This practicum occurred at £ive prisons in Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan during the spring of 1997. Pive teachers and 

fifty-seven students participated in this study which sought 

to describe what occurs in prison schools, reasons for 

prison school attendance, school-related goals upon release, 

and self-identified factors influencing the success of these 

goals. 

Conclusions reached as a result of this practicum 

intervention point to the importance of a safe and 

respectful prison school environment in order for learning 

to occur. The type of learning environment and subject 

content in prison schools are influenced, in part, by the 

philosophical orientation of teachers, prevailing penal 

philosophy, goals of the local prison administration, and 

the security level of the prison. Teachers play an important 

role in helping prisoners set realistic goals for release. 

As well, maturation and self discovery can occur for 

prisoners who are willing and able to be committed to the 

process of persona1 change. 

Students in prison make significant gains and many set 

realistic education-related goals for release. The four 

primary self-identified factors which prisoners believe will 

influence the success of release-goals include personal 

motivation, family support, drugs/alcohol, and employment or 

financial resources. 
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Finally, the implication for  literacy reseatch in 

prison is t ha t  Guba and Lincoln's fourth-generation 

evaluation procedures can assist in a valuable learning 

process fo r  al1 stakeholders. 
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CfLAPTBR 1 INTRODUCTION 

"Yesterday I could not sleep because yesterday 1 wrote my 
name. lr 

- Brazilian Peasant 

Ir The  c o d  tmen t 1 'm making 
free. lr 

- Canadian Prisoner 

to school is making m e  feel 

Prisoners in Canada are actively engaged in education. 

The Canadian public, prison officials, prison teachers, and 

students generally agree that education makeç a difference 

for people when they are released £ r o m  prison. Sch6ol holds 

an integral place in prison programming in Canada. 

This study was an attempt to ascertain educational 

opportunities available to prisoners, literacy-related goals 

of prisoners for release from prison, and prisoner- 

identified factors which influence the attainment of those 

goals. 

Literacy and education programs in prisons are not new. 

The first North American prison, built in the late 1700's in 

Pemsylvania, was  intended as a quiet place for study and 

reflection. Prisoners were to reflect on their wrongdoing, 

change their values, and become reformed. According to Cohen 

(i98S), the people who founded the penitentiary believed 

that it could be a solution to the crime problem. They 

believed that a better society could result (p. 195). 

The first Canadian prison to open its doors was 

Kingston Penitentiary in 1835. The penal philosophy of the 



time included a strict regime of sanitation, inspection, 

separate confinement, sobriety, coarse diet, hard labour, 

and a rough and uniform apparel. Retribution, not 

rehabilitation, was strictly enforced. During the 19th 

century a teacher provided individual instruction in cells 

during the evening hours and the emphasis was on basic 

literacy for a few prisoners (MacLean, 1992, p SI) . 
Whether the penitentiary or education within its walls 

is a solution to the crime problem is open to debate. But we 

do know that some f o m  of prison education has remained 

relatively constant during the history of the penitentiary 

in Canada. According to Griffiths (19941, 

Over the years, various reports and commissions of 
inquiry have criticized federal corrections for failing 
to make the education of inmates a high priority 
despite the fact that a large number of offenders have 
severe educational deficiencies. In 1991, for example, 
approximately 65% of inmates in federal correctional 
facilities (compared to 25% in the general population) 
had math and language s k i l l s  below the  level of grade 
eight." (p- 514) 

During the past two decades, when the "nothing worksn 

debate in North America (Martinson, 1974) fuelled attacks on 

al1 prison programming, school programs survived and, in 

fact, flourished. Linden (1984) has noted that since 1946 

there has been an expansion of education in Canadian prisons 

however there have been few attempts to evaluate their 

success (p. 65) . 
The predominant aims of prisons in Canada are 

punishment and rehabilitation. Literacy and education 



programs are generally regarded by prison officiais as a 

means to provide the rehabilitative function. Timmins (1989) 

indicates that, historically, prison education has sought to 

fulfil five functions, 

1. Uplifting morals through Bible study, hard work and 
discipline, 2. Training in skills, 3. Developing 
intellectuality and human understanding, 4 .  Changing 
personality or behaviour modes, and 5. Increasing 
opportunity structures (p. 62) . 
Research into school in prisons provides two 

interesting observations. Firstly, there appears to be a 

lack of consensus regarding what is to be evaluated. 

Secondly, success is variously defined and interpreted. Most 

prison research regards the prison authorities and staff as 

primary stakeholders. Where prisoners are involved, they are 

typically viewed as passive recipients or as acquiescent 

beneficiaries of prison research. In fact, the vast majority 

of documented prison research to date could be characterized 

as technical, descript ive, and/or j udgement oriented . 
Guba and Lincoln (1987) propose fourth-generation 

evaluation which places primary importance on the claims and 

issues forwarded by a variety of stakeholder audiences. This 

practicum contends that the primary stakeholders in prison 

education are prisoners. Teachers and the prison 

administration are viewed as secondary stakeholders. Value 

pluralism - the notion that there are conflicting judgements 

in the face of the sarne tlfactual" evidence 4 s  a basic 

premise of this research. It follows that the findings and 
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judgernents will affect the stakeholders, Therefore 

stakeholder acceptance and recognition of the process and 

results is important. According to Guba and Lincoln (19871, 

an evaluator who pronounces judgements on stakeholders 

"infringes the rights of certain of the stakeholders, 

dishonours the values of the infringed groups, and exploits 

the power of the evaluation to override their self-perceived 

interestsI1 (p. 208). 

Davidson8s (ed.) (1995) book entitled, 'lschooling in a 

Total Institution; Critical Perspectives on Prison 

Educationu, provides a valuable perspective for this 

practicum report. Because the practicurn is based on 

participatory research methods which value stakeholder 

perceptions and concerns of teachers and students, 

Davidsonfs (et. al.) questioning of traditional and value- 

laden education in prisons provides a balance to traditional 

evaluation of prison education. Past evaluations of prison 

school programming have been primarily descriptive and 

judgement oriented, without much regard for prisoner or 

teacher issues. 

Davidson (1995), daims that prison education is viewed 

by prison administrators a means to habilitate, 

rehabilitate, and/or reform prisoners by correcting 

functional learning deficiencies correlated to criminal 

activity, hence the term correctional education. 

Have evaluators determined that prison education has 
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been ~successful~? That depends, in part, on the value 

positions of evaluators. If success m e a n s  higher moral or 

cognitive development in prisoners resulting in reduced 

recidivism, thea we must remind ourselves of the 70 - 80% 
recidivism rate in Canada. If, on the other hand, we view 

higher education as a means of lowering the crime rate, we 

need not look far to discover that the crime rate has 

remained relatively stable over the past two decades. If we 

m e a n  that people with higher education will be less prone to 

commit crime, then we are reminded that, in terms of total 

monetary value, the biggest percentage of crime is committed 

by white collar workers who are relatively well educated. 

Altemately, we may wish to evaluate education in prison on 

its postulation that it provides individuals who would 

othemise not read or mite to have the opportunity to 

receive a literacy certificate or even high school standing. 

Whatever the determination of llsuccessm, education in prison 

continues to play a prominent role. According ta a United 

Nations report entitled I r B a s i c  Education in Prisonsn, 'A 

prisonerfs problems are greater than any solution that 

education alone can of fer ,  but without education the 

problems are unlikely to be dissipated by a prison regimem 

(Sutton, 1992, p.12) . 
The goal of this practicum was to practice fourth- 

generation evaluation methodology to study prison education 

in £ive prisons in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. It was 
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conducted in the spring of 1997 by this writer, as an 

employee of The John Howard Society of Brandon, through a 

grant from The National Literacy Secretariat. The £ive sites 

included Brandon Correctional Institution, Regina 

Correctional Institution, Riverbend Institution in Prince 

Albert, Saskatchewan, Stony Mountain Institution and 

Rockwood Institutions in Stony Mountain, Manitoba (10 km. 

north of Winnipeg). Pifty-seven prisoners and five school 

staff participated in the study. 

Why Education Research in Prison? 

Education currently enjoys a prominent place within 

prison programming and will likely continue to do so for the 

foreseeable future. So why study prison education? I was 

interested in knowledge and ski11 development based on the 

implementation of fourth-generation research methods for 

literacy in prisons. For the purpose of this practicum there 

were two primary reasons for education research in prison: 

1) to develop greater knowledge in the implementation of 

literacy research within a prison environment, and 2) to 

develop skills as they relate to design and implementation 

of literacy research with prisoners. This was to be 

accomplished through a review of the literature and 

qualitative research in five prisons in Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan. 

The research attempted to determine what exists in 
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prison education and how it may be making a difference for 

individuals in prison. More specifically, this study 

attempted to determine 

1) specific schooling models practised at five prisons in 

Manitoba and Saskatchewan, 2) reasons prisoners attend 

school, 3) literacy-related goals which students are setting 

for their return to the community, aad 4 )  factors which 

prisoners believe will affect achievement of these goals 

upon release- 

Rationale for the Practicum 

Studies pertaining to prisoners and prison programs are 

common in North Arnerica. Unique to this practicum is the 

application of a qualitative methodology which defines the 

primary stakeholders as prisoners and prison teachers. The 

qualitative approach (Lord, Schnarr , & Hutchison, 1987 ; Guba 

& Lincoln, 1989; Patton, 1990) can provide an in depth 

process of people's transition toward increased control in 

their lives. This research utilizes Guba and Lincoln's 

(1989) fourth-generation-evaluation mode1 which is based 

upon the tenets of value pluralism, stakeholder 

constructions, fairness, merit and worth, and negotiation. A 

goal was for prisoners and teachers to have the opportunity 

to influence the parameters of the study. This was done 

through participatory methods such as the focus-group 

process and returning a àraft copy of the findings to 



teachers and prisoners for changes, recommendations and 

discussion, 

Findings were documented in a Report to the Literacy 

Secretariat of Canada entitled, "Transition to the Community 

Prison Literacy Programs and Factors Which Lead to Success 

in the Community." The Report was written and forwarded to 

teachers and students for comment, T h e s e  comments 

accentuated different value postures and, in some cases, 

accommodations were made to the Report. One significant 

correction to the Report was the need to modify the final 

section of the report and cal1 it  conclusions of Teachersm, 

llConclusi~~s of Studentsw, rather than ltRecommendations to 

Teachersn and nRecommendations to Students." The term 

l~recommendationw implies power differential while 

flconclusionsM indicates power sharing. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITEICATltRB REVLBW 

This chapter will review literature relevant to this 

practicum report. It considers literature pertaining to 

fourth-generation evaluation, definitions of literacy, and 

the social and prison contexts of education in prisons. The 

literature also discusses issues specific to prisoners who 

are enroled in prison schooling, the purposes of 

imprisonment and correctional planning and its impact on 

prison schooling. Attention will also be àrawn to the 

various models and philosophical paradigms of prison 

education and their impact on learning. It will consider 

definitions of success as they pertain to prisoners. 

Industrialization has brought with it the need for a 

literate workforce. One can hardly argue against the 

importance of a population which is literate and educated. 

In Canada, as in other societies, literacy and education are 

recognized as "sacredW national programs. Mental images of a 

parent reading a nursery rhyme to a two year old child or 

the vision of a six year old child reading her first book 

evoke powerful images. Conversely, Canadians are appalled 

when we learn that a healthy 13 year old child has 

difficulty reading or completing simple math equations. We 

do know that prisoners in Canada, on average, have a lower 

formal educational standing than society at large. Toward 

this end, literacy programs have become a fixture in 

Canadian Prisons. 



Prison Education In Canada 

According to Wier (1973) prison education began to play 

a prominent role in Canada in 1946. An evaluation of prison 

education in the late 1970s revealed that approximately 20% 

of federally sentenced prisoners w e r e  in full-time 

education, The Solicitor General in Canada has, since 1987, 

stressed the growing importance of literacy education in 

federal prisons. On the one hand higher education is 

promoted as an investment in human capital allowing the 

prisoner to gain access to the dominant culture and, on the 

other hand, it has been seen as a means for moral 

development for the prisoner (Cordella, 1995, p. 147) . 
The Canadian criminal justice system identifies 

sentencing goals as being deterrence, incapacitation, 

rehabilitation, retribution, " j u s t  deserts" and denunciation 

(cf. Griffiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994). A 1983 nation-wide 

gallup poll found that 79.5% of Canadians believed that 

sentences in criminal courts were "too mildn which, 

according to Doob and Roberts (1983). has placed pressure on 

the state to become more punitive (p. 1). 

In 1980, in the federal prison system, there were 

approximately 2,000 students in Canadian penitentiaries 

participating in full-time educational programs. There has 

been a rapid expansion of programs and facilities relating 

to prison education over the past twenty years (Linden, 

1982, p. 45). In 1989 the average number of full-time 



prisoners tlemployedN in Adult Basic Education (ABE1 programs 

alone was 3,171 (Solicitor General Canada 1990, 58 ) . 
In 1993/94, there were 4,212 enrolments in the ABE 

Grade 8 program and an additional 2,739 enrolments in the 

Grade 10 program. Adult Basic Education remains a priority 

education program for CSC. It employs approximately 55% of 

the teachers and appears to be growing. According to CSCfs 

Basic Facts About Corrections in Canada; 1994 Edition, 20% 

of the federal jail population in 1993/94 attended school . 
This represents little change over the past several years 

(Minister of Supply and Services, 1995, p. 35-39). 

Adult learning offers unique challenges and 

opportunities and this is especially true for adult learners 

within the prison setting. The fact that i / 5  of al1 

prisoners in Canada are in educational programs points to 

the fact that prison administrations view education as 

important for individuals leaving prison. 

According to Sutton (1992), education in prison could 

be viewed as a benefit to released prisoners. He mites, 

Education has been seen to aid the process of 
resettlement; it can help the offenders to take a non- 
offending path. ft can do t h i s  by providing the basic 
education and skills which make law abiding s w i v a l  
more possible; qualifications, both general and 
vocational, which make the attainment and holding of 
worthwhile jobs more possible; stability and structure 
to an individual's life, especially in the crucial 
first few months after release; a mind-broadening and 
maturing experience; and perhaps for the first time, 
prestige, success and self-esteem in the  non-criminal 
world (p 12) 
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Perceptions relating to how literacy education will 

benefit prisoners abound. While Suttonrs perceptions are 

valid within the context of his particular value posture, 

they may or may not be relevant for others. If we chose, for 

instance, to adopt Suttonrs United Nations Report as the 

standard by which to conduct evaluations, we may determine 

prison schools are successful when prisoners take a non- 

offending path, attain and hold worthwhile jobs, have a mind 

broadening and maturing experience and gain higher self 

esteem. While these values rnay be laudable or acceptable to 

the United Nations, that is no guarantee they will be 

acceptable to students or teachers in the £ive prison 

schools chosen as research sites in Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan. Then again, they may. 

The evaluation model which provides a framework for 

this research is Guba and Lincoln's (1989) fourth-generation 

model. It was chosen primarily because it provides a basis 

for evaluators to respect and validate al1 stakeholders. 

Practically al1 evaluations of prison programming - 
especially those in i t iated by administration - do not 
empower al1 stakeholders . Conspicuously absent f rom design 

and construct of the evaluation are teachers and students. 

This practicum was an attempt to value the information of 

al1 stakeholders. Issues of importance to prisoners and 

teachers such as interaction in the classroom, everyday 

issues of prejudice and racism, and survival inside and upon 
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release may be more important to prisoners than taking a 

"non-of f endingI1 path - Then again, they may not . 

four th-Getnezati on Evaluation 

Fourth-generation evaluation is a collaborative 

approach to evaluation which implies power balancing between 

stakeholding groups. In this study, students, teachers, and 

prison administrators/program specialists are viewed as 

stakeholders; students, because they are primarily involved 

in the learning; teachers, because they a r e  involved i n  

delivering or facilitating learning models and materials; 

prison administrators or program specialists because it is 

within their jurisdiction to sanction, design, and implement 

education in prison. 

Guba and Lincoln (1987) herald fourth-generation 

evaluation as a new approach based on value pluralism, 

stakeholder constructions, fairness, merit and worth, and 

negotiation (refer to Appendix A for the principles). Guba 

and Lincoln's (1987) article entitled RThe Countenances of 

Fourth-Generation Evaluation: Description, Judgrnent, and 

Negotiationfl, describes three prior models of evaluation in 

recent history beginning in the early 1900's . 
The first generation of evaluation began at the  turn of 

the century and was based on little more than measurement. 

It was technical in nature with subjects seen as the raw 

material to be wprocessedw. According to Guba and Lincoln . 



(1989) , "Evaluation was seen as a means of determining 

whether pupils measured up to the ~specificationsw that the 

school had set -- largely college preparatory 
specificationsw (p. 203). The authors indicate that this 

mode1 of evaluation is still used today. 

The second generation of evaluation, according to Guba 

and Lincoln, began in the mid 40's (cf. Smith and Tyler, 

19421, and was characterized by the description of patterns 

and strengths and weakness with respect to certain stated 

objectives. The evaluatorfs role was that of describer and 

the technical aspects of evaluation were retained from the 

earlier model. Second generation evaluation was described as 

an objectives-oriented descriptive approach. 

This cal1 for judgment in evaluation marked the 

ernergence of third-generation evaluation. Stake noted in his 

1967 paper, " B o t h  description and judgment are essential --  
in fact, they are the two basic acts of evaluationft (p. 109) . 
The third generation of evaluation flourished for about ten 

years beginning in 1967. According to Guba and Lincoln 

CThird generation] evaluation was characterized by 
efforts to reach judgments, and in which the evaluator 
assurned the role of judge while retaining the earlier 
technical and descriptive functions as well. While 
evaluators were not cornfortable with this role of judge 
they were, nevertheless, urged to accept that 
obligation, largely on the ground that among al1 
possible judge-candidates they were without doubt the 
most objective (Scriven, 1967) . 
The fourth generation of evaluation is not yet fully 



developed according to Guba and Lincoln (1987). However 

their article attempts to articulate and define this model. 

They write, 

The fourth generation is presently emerging, as a new 
class of models takes its place on the evaluation 
scene. Comrnonly called response, these models take as 
their point of focus not objectives, decisions, 
effects, or similar organizers but the d a i m s ,  
concerns, and issues put forth by members of 
s takeholdinq audiences, that is , audiences who are in 
some sense involved with the evaluation- Such audiences 
include agents ( e - g . ,  developers, funders, 
implementers), beneficiaries (e.g. target groups, 
potential adopters), and (e.g., excluded target groups, 
potential beneficiaries of opportunities forgone by the 
decision to impiement the particular evaluand) (p. 
209) . 
Fourth-generation models share the belief that value- 

pluralism is explicitly recognized by the evaluator who 

cannot ethically undertake to render judgments. What he or 

she must do instead is to act as mediator in a negotiation 

process. The specific principles which undergird fourth- 

generation evaluation will now be explored in greater 

detail. 

Value Pluralism 

Earlier generations of evaluation assumed value 

consensus - that the objectives were agreed to by all, 
Fourth generation evaluators include different value 

positions, such as what is to be studied, how it is to be 

studied, what reports are to be completed, and the role of 

the evaluator. 



Stakeholder Constructions 

This new generation of evaluation, according to Guba 

and Lincoln (1987), is rooted in relativist ontology which 

holds that reality is multiple and constructed in form, so 

that inquiry continuously diverges (the more you know, the 

more of the unknown you contact) . They contend, 

In a very real sense evaluations create reality rather 
than objectively discover it. But they do so in 
relation to the contexts in which the evaluands are 
fowid... Contexts and values thus play a vital role in 
reality definition, It is value differences that 
account for the different constructions made by 
different stakeholders in some given context . - O  but 
the fact of differing constructions is usually hidden 
from the stakeholders themselves, who are prone to be 
aware only of that one admitted by their own values (p. 
211). 

Due to the fact that different stakeholders may base 

their judgments on very different value patterns, the 

evaluator must be aware of this and not give unfair 

preference to one or another in the evaluation. Guba and 

Lincoln (198 7) remind us that evaluation produces 

information, and information is power. "To deny information 

to some groups is to disenfranchise themm (p. 212) . 
As Cronbach (1980) points out, 

An open society becomes a closed society when only the 
officials know what is going on. In so far as 
information is a source of power, evaluations carried 
out to inform a policy maker have a disenfranchising 
effect. (p. 4, In Guba and Lincoln, 1987, p. 212) 



The Concepts of Merit and Worth 

Merit and worth both are aspects of value within the 

context of evaluation according to Guba and Lincoln (1987). 

Merit depends on intrinsic characteristics of the evaluator 

such as interviewing and writing skills while worth is an 

extrinsic assessrnent based on the nature of the environment. 

The worth of an evaluator is based on his or her ability to 

engage students where they are at and ability to attract 

funding from interested parties for conducting research. 

Guba and Lincoln (1987) write, 

Merit may be assessed through an examination of the 
evaluand in relative isolation, while worth can only be 
assessed in terms of its ability to meet needs-in- 
context. Values have a "double dipn here: They are the 
basis for defining the needs whose fulfilment rnay be 
the purpose of the evaluand (although sometimes needs 
are met as a serendipitous side effect of an evaluand 
intended for some other purpose), as well as for 
setting the standards useful for determining how well 
the needs are "in factI1 met (p. 213). 

The question to be asked of the evaluator is: "What needs 

are you intending to meet through the evaluation exercise?" 

Being aware of biases and personal agendas is important in 

order for the fourth-generation evaluator to be effective. 

The Concept of Negotiated Proceee and Outcornde 

Both in the gathering of information and after the 

documentation of information, negotiation with stakeholders 

is practised. It is the role O £  the evaluator to present 

findings with integrity to stakeholders. A final report is 



more than the " truthN 

task upon documenting 
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as promulgated by the evaluator. The 

findings, is to present these findings 

to stakeholders with an eye to fully appreciate the 

diversity which exists and to negotiate the outcorne. Guba 

and Lincoln (1987) provide a guide for the "new evaluatortl, 

The new evaluator appreciates diversity, respects the 
rights of individuals to hold different values and to 
make different constructions, and welcomes the 
opportunity to air and to clarify these differences. 
The new evaluator must possess the persona1 qualities 
of honesty, respect, and courtesy, and like Caesar8s 
wife, his or her integrity must be above suspicion. 
Without it the evaluator loses the one ingrediënt 
without which no four-generation evaluation can be 
conducted successfully: trust. Nor c m  there be any 
question of the new evaluator's professional 
competence; training and experience that include not 
only technical skills but social, political, and 
interpersonal skills must be clearly demonstrable. The 
new evaluator must have a high tolerance for ambiguity 
and a high frustration threshold. The new evaluation is 
a lonely activity, for one must rernain sufficiently 
aloof to avoid charges of undue influence by one 
stakeholder group or another. The n e w  evaluator rnust be 
aware of the possibility that he or she is being used 
by clients or other powerful groups, as well as of the 
fact that stakeholders rnay, individually or in groups, 
engage in lies, deceptions, fronts, and cover-ups. 
Finally, the new evaluator must be ready to be 
personally changed by the evaluative process, to revise 
his or her own constructions as d e r s t a n d i n g  and 
sophistication increase, To be willing to change does 
not imply a loss of objectivity but a gain in fairness. 

Having provided a general context for the evaluation 

mode1 applied to this practicum, the literature review will 

now turn to the writings concerning literacy, the prison and 

prisoner . 



D e f  initions of Literacy 

Literacy, for the purposes of this research, was 

broadly defined. Individuals enroled in prison schools who 

were taking Adult Basic Bducation (ABE) 1 and II or English 

as a Second Language (ESL) clearly fa11 within the 

definition of literacy, Those taking General Equivalency 

Dipiorna (GED) or high school courses, however, may not fa11 

into traditional definitions of Ifliteracy." T h e  researcber, 

during the course of the introductory group sessions with 

prisoner, expressed interest in interviewing students 

involved in literacy-related work, individuals w e r e  given 

the opportunity to participate if they detennined their work 

to be literacy-related. Distinctions were not made for 

definitions such as "functional illiteracy." The process of 

obtaining information and applying it to solve problems in 

everyday life, as forwarded by Gillespie (1990) , could be 

said to occur in a wide range of schooling options. 

To be literate means to be able to fulfil one's own 
goals as a family and community member, citizen, 
worker, and member of churches, clubs and other 
organizations you choose. T h i s  means being able to get 
information and use it to improve your life, being able 
to use reading and writing to do the things you decide 
to do, and being able to use literacy as a tool to 
solve problems you face in everyday life (page 16) . 
Ennis and Woodrow (1992) state that adult learners view 

literacy as "increasing independence and persona1 power so 

as to be able to act on the ~ o r l d , ~  For some, it is a level 

of cornpetence and confidence necessary to deal with 
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situations and opportunities within their environment. This 

implies greater freedom and power over one's life and 

direct ion. 

Prison Literacy: The Social C o n t e x t  

Winterowd (1989) views literacy as the key for 

political access to society and details how the withholding 

of these skills has been used as a means of social control. 

Stuckey (1991) is also critical of the content and delivery 

of literacy programs because she daims they contribute to 

social control. She mites, 

Literacy itself can be understood only in its social 
and political context, and that context, once the 
myth&ogy has been stripped away, can be seen as one 
entrenched class structure in which those who have 
power have a vested interest in keeping it (p. viii). 

It could be argued that in prison, more than any other 

settings, social control is prevalent, Much of correctional 

programming is designed to address "criminal thinking 

errors . " 
Critical thinking and dialogue about power and class 

structure is not, 1 would suggest, daily menu of prison 

programmers. This may, in part, be a wider reflection of 

society's preoccupation with finding uscapegoatsll to punish 

for social problems, According to Erikson (19661, 

A communityfs capacity for handling deviance, let us 
Say, can be roughly estimated by counting its prison 
cells and hospital beds, its policemen and 
psychiatrists, its courts and clinics - and while this 
total cannot tell us anything important about the 



underlying psychological motives involved, it does Say 
sornething about the manner in which the community views 
the problem ... When the community tries to assess t h e  
size of its deviant population, then, it is usually 
measuring the capacity of its own social control 
apparatus and not the inclinations toward deviance 
found in its members (p. 24-25].  

Reiman's (1990) "The Rich Get Richer and the Poor G e t  

Prison" places the issue of criminality within its social 

context . 
The criminal j u s t i ce  system does not protect us against 
the gravest threats to life, limb, or possessions. Its 
definitions of crime are not simply a reflection of the 
objective dangers that threaten us, The workpl-ace, the 
medical profession, the air we breathe, and poverty we 
refuse to rectify lead to far more human suffering, far 
more death and disability, and take far more dollars 
£rom our pockets than the murders, aggravated assaults, 
and thefts reported annually by t h e  FBI.  What is more 
t h i s  is human suffering that is preventable (p. 78). 

Quinney (1990) questions the legitimacy of public 

policy in understanding the problem of crime claiming t h a t  

is has not brought us any closer to solutions, Fay Honey 

Knopp (19911, writing out of her compassionate work with 

prisoners, notes that common responses to crime corne out of 

what she calls a "war mode1 mentality." This perspective 

views the people who commit crimes as the ltenemym and 

therefore the corresponding solutions offered are more 

punishments, more weapons, more caging of human beings. She 

states that war-mode1 responses to problems that are 

essentially social, cultural, political and economic have 

failed and will continue to £ailn (p. 182). According t o  

ECnopp they f a i l  for two reasons. Firstly, the war-mode1 



solution fails because it neglects victim-survivors, 

secondly, with caging often seen as the "justft response, it 

ignores the prisoner's need for restoration, resocialization 

and re-education. Scull (1983) has stated: 

Indeed, I question the very legitimacy of the idea, 
implicit in such terminology, that the problern of crime 
and imprisonment can be 'solvedf by interna1 technical 
adjustrnents. The social roots of our difficulties are 
too deep ... tinkering around with the criminal justice 
system in a radically unjust society is unlikely to 
advance us very far toward justice, equity or, corne to 
that, ef ficacy (p. 165) . 
While space does not allow this literature rev-iew to 

conduct a full investigation of the social context of crime, 

at a minimum it raises questions regarding the 

implernentation of prison literacy programs within its 

contexts. What activities should occur within the walls of 

prison schools? To what extent should we pay attention to 

the social context which is the reality for many prisoner? 

Harris (1990) advocates for feminist values which suggest 

that we should move toward conceiving restriction of liberty 

as having less to do with buildings, structures, and walls 

and more to do with human contacts and relationsn (p. 95). 

It would appear that adult learning settings in prison must 

be mostly about human contacts and relations. 

Prisoners, especially those senring lengthy sentences, 

are critically aware of the social context of their crime. 

Prisoners are also aware of the issues brought about as a 

result of imprisonrnent. 



Prisonei Issues 

Sutton (1992) provides a description of the prison 

population in industrialized countries such as Canada. He 

notes that prisoners are disproportionately of a minority 

race, lack social skills, may be dependent on dnigs or 

alcohol, suffer emotional disturbance, come £rom unstable 

homes, have a history of failure in schools, are poor, and 

have a low level of self esteem. This description is 

supported by research conducted by the National Anti-Poverty 

Organization (NAPO) (1992) which found the following, 

It is poverty and other forms of inequality that create 
the barriers to good education for many Canadians. ... 
Low-income earners and the long-tem unemployed, Native 
people, seniors, prisoners, people with disabilities, 
racial and cultural minorities - al1 have higher than 
average rates of both under-education and poverty. They 
speak of the difficulties of growing up poor, 
disadvantaged homes, of begiming life with few 
opportunities. They describe how their opportunities 
dwindled further in schools biased against children 
£rom poor families, against people receiving social 
assistance, against minorities. They pinpoint their 
main problems today as unemployment, lack of money and 
inadequate housing - the same problems the ir  families 
faced (In Manitoba Education and Training, p. 41) . 
Abuse is often part of the upbringing of those who end 

up in jail according to Lisa Hobbs Birnie. This Canadian 

parole board member kept a tally of the family and social 

histories of al1 the people between the ages of 18 and 40 

she interviewed as a member of the Parole Board. Hobbs 

Birnie (1991) discovered that 78% had been "cruelly abusedtf 

when they were youngn (p. 30). This social reality for many 

prisoners affects much of what they do and how they do it. . 



In particular, it has a negative impact on self esteem. 

Weiss (1995) reminds us of the fact that one of the 

greatest issues for prisoners is their loss of self esteem. 

He writes, 

Prisoners pay a high price in lost self-esteem for 
their belief in the dream of opportunity. The knowledge 
that they blew their opportunity to "get aheadm leads 
many to one conclusion: There must be something wrong 
with me, so whatrs the use in trying." This self- 
defeating attitude is central to the psychology of 
their powerlessriess (p. 128) . 

Paul's (1991) comments are also important within this 

context , 

Prison is an environment that feeds upon weaknesses. 
Building walls around oneself helps to disguise those 
things that will, in al1 likelihood, be perceived as 
weaknesses by others. Illiteracy is one of those 
things. ... It takes courage for the person in the 
community to seek help reading and writing. The need 
for courage is even greater for those in jail, where 
there are few secrets, and there is little tolerance 
for weaknesses (p. 25) . 
Johnson (1987) contends that prisoners can increase 

chances of reform and success both within the prison and 

upon release if it is done through mature coping. According 

to Johnson, mature coping deals with problems in a 

straightforward rnanner rather than engaging in denial and 

manipulation, avoids the use of deception and violence in 

addressing problerns, and makes an effort to care for oneself 

and others, for example, by being altruistic (pp. 55 - 73). 

According to Griffiths and Verdun-Jones (19941, the 

potentiai for positive responses to this environment is 

determined by the individual, the staff and administration 



of the institution (p. 506) . 
One study of prisoner coping strategies found that 

forma1 prison programming did little to help prisoners 

adjust to prison life. Zamble and Porporino (1988) found 

that prisoners "became concerned with survival in the prison 

environment and adjusting to the prison routine, rather than 

with developing coping strategies that would allow them to 

address their problems and make positive decisions about 

their futureN (In Griffiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994, p. 5 0 5 ) .  

Martinson's (1974) articulation of the "nothing worksN 

postulation was a significant catalyst in which U S .  prisons 

chose to move away £rom programming to warehousing. We have 

not seen the same shift in Canadian penal philosophy which 

may indicate that there is a belief that something works. 

But, given the many persona1 issues facing prisoners such as 

preoccupation with prison survival, possible past histories 

of abuse, poverty, racism, low self esteem, and prejudice, 

what works? What should mcorrectionaln programming look 

like? What should prison school attempt to accomplish? Which 

of the sentencing goals - punishment, rehabilitation, 

protection, deterrence - is important for prison programming 

to be concerned with? 

According to Linden (1984), literacy and education 

within the prison context have two primary aims; "imparting 

values and increasing ernployabilityqt (p. 70) . Toward this 
end, correctional departments have attempted to establish 



programming which seeks to recognize the social and persona1 

realities which prisoners face. While the major portion of 

prison resources are devoted to security concerns, 

programming, at least in Canada, continues ta receive 

notable attention. 

An exarnple of this is the establishment by the 

Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) of a set of core values 

which guides prison programming. The Core Values of CSC 

begin with an affirmation of positive values. Core Value 1 

states, We respect the dignity of individuals, the rights 

of al1 members of society, and the potential for human 

growth and developrnent." A related strategic objective (1.4) 

provides a guide for interaction between staff and 

prisoners. It recommends that staff seek to "provide a safe, 

secure and clean environment that promotes health and well- 

being and encourages positive interaction between staff and 

offenders. Strategic objective 2.4 is concerned with 

correctional programming. It states, "To ensure that 

offenders are productively occupied and have access ta a 

variety of work and educational opportunities to meet their 

needs for growth and persona1 developrnent." The following 

quote from a 1990's CSC directive clearly articulates the 

goal of educational programming within federal prisons: 

Al1 of our programming is 
criminogenic needs of the 
related to criminal behav 

directed towards meeting the 
offender - those specifically 
.our. However , the 

relationship with some is not as direct as it is with 
others. The lack of educational achievement may not, in 



and of itself, have led an offender to criminal 
activity, but it may have been one of the contributing 
factors. Therefore, educational programming is 
important for offenders. They may need Adult Basic 
Education to help them to read, write and do 
arithmetic, skills and knowledge which will assist 
their reintegration; or they may need the more advanced 
education which is a prerequisite for the trades 
training that would alow them to seek a meaningful job 
on their return to the cornmunity. We offer them these 
opportunities and encourage them to participate until 
they have achieved at least the grade 10 level. 

Provincial corrections do not appear to have clearly 

articulated value statements or consistency in program 

directives to the same degree as their federal couriterpartS. 

However, in the wake of the April 1996 Headingley Riot in 

Manitoba (in which the school was virtually the only section 

of the prison untouched), the Hughes Inquiry recommended a 

more clearly articulated role for prison staff and 

management. 

Sutton (1992) claims that the treatment of prisoners 

depends, in large part, on the prevailing penal philosophy. 

Canadian penal officiais have articulated the importance of 

education to secure ernployment or other Mpro-socialu values 

upon release. The implied emphasis is on preventing 

recidivism. Sutton reviews prevailing philosophical schools 

inf luencing penal programming. He notes that , in the 

classical school, justice means appropriate punishment of 

crimes committed, without regard to the individual situation 

of the criminal. The positivist school places emphasis on 

the personality of the criminal and the correction of his 



future behaviour. The sociological school considers above 

al1 the social factors which cause crime rather than the 

causes of individual deviance while the socialist school 

suggests that the laws which are contravened by prisoners 

are not baçed on a consensus but on the interests of a 

minority class. 

Recognizing the reality of the philosophical context 

within which prison schools operate, we are reminded of the 

persona1 characteristics of adult learners. A handbook, 

entitled "Let's Get Started; A n  Initial assessment pack for 

adult literacy programstl (Manitoba Education and Training, 

n-d.), outlines characteristics of adult learners and 

identifies characteristics relevant to prison schooling. It 

recornmended the following characteristics of prison schools, 

Courage - It takes a great deal of courage for adult 
learners to admit their needs and ask for assistance. 
Energy - Adults are sometimes tired as a result of 
other duties. Learning Styles - Some adult learners 
learn more easily if other senses are involved such as 
touch or sight. Life Experience - Adults have a wide 
range of personal, family, work and life experiences 
which provide unlimited possibilities for the creation 
and understanding of lessons. Motivation - Adult 
students are usually highly motivated when they begin 
but can lose interest quickly if they become 
discouraged. Needs change - Early goals may become more 
realistic over time and change with lifefs 
circumstances. Responsible - Adult learners have other 
responsibilities such as earning a living or just 
trying to survive. The latter is highly relevant within 
the prison context. Results - Adult students need to 
see immediate change and growth and may be intolerant 
of anything that does not help them achieve their goa 
which may, in any event, be overly ambitious. Self- 
conscious - Excuses for non-performance may be used a 
a strategy for lack of education. Uneven Learning - 
Adults will not learn at an even Pace because some 



things may be more challenging than others. Or there 
may be external factors affectinq their ability to - 

concentrate (p. 57) . 
Wlodkowski's (1993) comments regaràing the importance 

of meeting safety needs are particularly pertinent within 

the prison environment, 

If[Safety needs] are arrived at through a sense of 
stability and freedom £rom fear and anxiety. They are 
partly made up of the needs for st~cture,-order; and 
reasonable limits. Safety needs bring learners to the 
learning environment as well as operate in the learning 
environment itselfN (p. 119) . 
Knowles (1980) has reminded us that adult leafning will 

be maximized if the learning environment is characterized 

by phyçical cornfort, mutual respect and trust, mutual 

helpfulness, freedom of expression, and acceptance of 

differences. He advocates for the facilitators to accept the 

leamers as persons of worth and to  respect their feelings 

and ideas. Knowles emphasizes the importance of building 

relationships of mutual trust and helpfulness with and among 

the learners by encouraging cooperative activities while 

refraining £rom activities which promote ucompetitiveness 

and judgmentalnessn (In Manitoba Education and Training, p. 

58). According to Wlodkowski (1993), "Exhortation is used 

more and accomplishes less than almost any behaviour- 

changing tool known to mann (p. 72) . 



Prison Literacy: The minsiden 

People who are sentenced 
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Context 

to prison enter a world unto 

its own. An I1inmate codet1 or social system has evolved over 

time which allows the prisoner to survive. Prison schools 

are located inside these walls. It would therefore appear 

crucial that prison administrators, teachers, and students 

understand the effects of the prison environment on the 

learning environment. Griffiths and Verdun-Jones (1994) have 

stated, 

There is little doubt that the pains of imprisonment 
first identified by Sykes in the 1950's are still very 
real for inmates in Canadian correctional institutions. 
The constant threat of violence, the loneliness and 
anxiety that accompany the loss of freedom, and the 
uncertainty of when one will be released al1 combine to 
make the prison, first and foremost, a place of 
punishrnent (p. 521) . 
As a means of survival, prisoners have established a 

system of conduct which is intended to enhance predictable 

social interaction. Griffiths and Verdun-Jones (1994) 

provide an overview of the major components of the prisoner 

social system which include: 

(1) a code of behaviour; (2) a hierarchy of power among 
the inmates; ( 3 )  an 15nformalm econornic system, which 
provides illicit goods and services; and (4)  a variety 
of social or lfargott@ roles assumed by prisoners. The 
convict code is designed to increase inmate solidarity 
and implores prisoners not to exploit one another, to 
be strong in confronting the deprivations of 
confinement, and to assume an oppositional stance 
toward prison authoritiesw (p. 5 0 4 ) .  



The Prison School Environment 

The prison school exists within state and social 

constructs. The school environment is impacted as well by 

the specific level of security rating of any particular 

prison. The security rating at the five sites in this study 

were varied; two of the federal institutions were minimum 

security, the two provincial institutions were 

rned ium/maximum while Stony Mountain institution was rated at 

medium security but also had a Special Handling Unit (Sm) 

(Maximum Security) to which education was delivered on a 

special basis. Thomas (1995) reflects on the special 

dynamics of high security prisons, 

B y  t h e i r  nature, maximum security prisons simply are 
not designed for delivering adequate, high-quality 
educational programs because too many obstacles s u b v e r t  
the learning process. Some of these are readily 
discernible and reflect the conditions of control; 
others are far more subtle .  These obstacles range £rom 
overt hostility and disruption of classes by staff to 
broader socio-structural influences which intensify the 
discrepancy between educational goals and actual 
practice. (p. 27) 

Thomas (1995) describes the classroorn disruption which 

can be orchestrated by guards. He asserts that effective 

teaching requires more than preparing competent lectures and 

assignments. Writing in the context of college courses in 

prison h e  notes that it also requires that instructors 

participate fully in resisting, defusing, and mediating 

among the tensions inherent in prison life. Thomas (1995) 

states, 
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the prison classroom need to be aware of the factors which 

support student learning. 

Factors Suppotting S t u d e ~ ~ t  Learning in Pzicron 

Accepting that there is a role for prisoner education 

we will now review what the literature has to Say about 

methods and teaching styles which support student learning 

in prison. According to Paul (1991), three key aspects of 

educational programs in prison are important when 

considering student learning in prison. These include the 

values and disposition of the teacher, the philosophical 

orientation of the program as borne out by the particular 

model, and interest of the student including the degree to 

which feelings of respect and safety are felt. Paul (1991) 

writes, 

Successful literacy workers are sensitive to the needs 
of adult learners. They recognize that, for many of the 
people who participate in their programs , previous 
attempts to master basic reading and writing skills 
have been unsuccessful (p. 2 7) . 
Brice Heath (1990) provides an interesting perspective 

regarding working with adult learners, She advocates an 

empowerment approach, 

The fourth vision is, then, one of learners talking and 
considering together. Three conclusions seem to point 
to past achievements of institutions and simplistic 
definitions of literacy: 1. Al1 of us ... learn most 
successfully with and from each other when we have full 
access to l&oking, listening, talking, and taking part 
in authentic tasks we understand. 2. We can compliment 
each other in particular areas of expertise as we learn 
to communicate our experiences; sharing what we know . 



helps bring the group to higher performance than 
private reflections of inàividuals do. 3.Humans must 
move beyond information and s k i l l s  to meaning and 
interpretation for learning to take place and to extend 
itself (p. 302) . 
Aàults have a wealth of l ife experiences which provide 

unlimited possibilities for educational experiences. 

According to a Manitoba and Education and Training paper on 

adult learning, the need for a safe learning environment can 

not be overstated: 

Adults often corne into a learning situation with fear 
and apprehension following a long history of failure. 
It takes a great deal of courage to admit their needs 
and ask for assistance. Once in a program, some may 
exhibit negative attitudes because of their past 
f ailures (p. 55) . 
Others writers support the need for education within 

prison. According to Lawrence (1990), 

Education within a prison is a way of providing hope in 
the face of despair. By deciding to work inside the 
walls, the prison educator shows convicts that their 
lives, condemned by others, have value (p. 148). 

Soifer, Young and Irwin (1987), writing f r o m  their 

experience in adult learning environments contend that adult 

learners have strengths and the challenge lies in guiding 

learners to become aware of these strengths. They assert 

that many have a poor self concept and therefore teaching 

must be both challenging and non-threatening. They contend 

that the role of the teacher is to stimulate interaction 

within the group and assist leaners in overcoming self- 

doubts about their ability to learn. They affirm that the 

learning environment should convey a message of respect and 



offer a contrast to the noise and distractions of the 

workplace. This would appear particularly pertinent within 

the prison context. They also recommend that the learning 

centre should be easily accessible and the classroom should 

be arranged so that groups of eight to ten adults can work 

comfortably together around a table (p. 65) . 
Individuals who teach in prison are, early in their 

career, faced with the realities of prison. Williams (1991) 

of fers some words of advice here, 

This makes how we work with prisoners al1 the more 
important. If we disagree with (for example) the 
secrecy of the parole systern, why should we conceal 
this from our clients? If we reject the patemalism of 
prison regimes, is it not better to Say so, than to 
collude w i t h  it? If we are in a position to expose the 
racism of the system, and to protect the position of 
individuals victimized by it, should we not do so? We 
shall sometimes find ourselves in conflict with the 
system if we take up issues which are conventionally 
seen as illegitimate, and one needs to pick carefully 
the issues on which we fight, but such a strategy has 
the merit of avoiding collusion with the prison systern. 
It is a system which is in crisis precisely because it 
does not do what it claims to do; it does not reform 
people, it does not rehabilitate, and it has trouble 
even incapacitating. The only part of its mission in 
which it is successful is in punishing offenders, and 
as we have seen, even there it fai ls  because punishment 
is distributed in arbitrary and unjust ways (p. 111) . 
A d u l t  learning settings l i k e  prisons may have penalties 

that may be applied such as those for absenteeism, 

tardiness, or incomplete projects. According to 

mRecommendations of the Manitoba Task Force on Literacyw, 

rules and penalties should be explained and discussed with 

the learners from the outset of the learning experience. 



This paper recommends, 

When such rules can be formulated with the learners 
themselves it is best to do so,.., When adults have 
assurance that the niles are applied by the instructor 
in a predictable and fair manner, adults know they are 
equally respected and can relax about the boundaries of 
their safety (p.  5 )  , 

The literature stresses the importance of teachers who 

are sensitive and committed to the needs of adul t  learners. 

Teachers who become preoccupied with prison rules and are in 

constant conflict w i t h  these and w i d e r  social issues can 

become inef f ective. As Williams (1991) has stated, ' 

Prisons are large, sophisticated bureaucraties- This 
makes it hard for those new to them, and those hostile 
to their aims, to work w i t h  them. N o  matter how much w e  
disapprove of the prison system and what it does to 
people, it is a fact of life, and it holds large 
numbers of inmates who need outside contacts and help. 
It is easier to give this help if one has some basic 
knowledge about h o w  prisons work and what the people 
working in them do (p. 1) . 

This is not to Say that issues of inequality and racism are 

to be avoided. According to the literature, the effective 

teacher is able to cultivate the energy derived £rom these 

deep seated social problems and promote learning goals and 

f urther social justice. The prison teacher, w o r k i n g  within 

the reality of social and prison contexts, is w e l l  aware of 

the influences which affect her or his teaching style. 

Perhaps the greatest influence on classroom activities 

and nature of contact between teachers and students is the 

teacherf s philosophical f ramework. Collins (1995) has 

provided a framework for this discussion by outlining the 
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various philosophical models which are active within prison 

schooling today. 

Modela of Prison Bducation 

Michael Collins (1995), in an article entitled "Shades 

of the Prison HouseN, outlines historical/philosophical 

paradigms of prison education- H e  notes that there have been 

at least four observable paradigms active over the past 150 

years in  Canadian prison schools; the medical model, the 

opportunities model, creative approaches and participatory 

learning initiatives. 

According to Collins (1995), the m e d i c a l  wdel surveys 

criminology as a professionalised discipline viewing 

criminality with individual, psychologized deficiencies that 

are amenable to treatment by behaviour modification or 

normalizing techniques. The opportunities model promotes the 

postulation that prisoners should be given a wide range of 

educational and training opportunities in order to keep them 

nmeaningfully busy." The creative approaches model has been 

operative in some prisons where school is viewed as a 

secondary or less important program to other programs or 

activities. This provides teachers of students from 

marginalized groups with the opportunity to experirnent with 

curriculum and teaching strategies as long as students are 

kept meaningfully busy. Participatory litetacy initiatives, 

originating from the work of Paulo Freire, provides students 



with a Say in the formation of curriculum and the selection 

of relevant texts. The life stories of prisoners become 

primary material for the learning process (pp. 51-60). 

Davidson (1995) notes that two courses of thought have 

been most prominent in guiding prison school programming. He 

identifies the functionalist theory of the 60's and 70's and 

another which is a marriage between cognitive theory and 

neo-liberal perspectives on deviance. 

The functionalist theory of the 1960's and 1970's 

viewed the prisoner as sorneone lacking academic, vocational, 

and social skills to achieve socially acceptable status. 

According to the functionalist theory, meeting educational 

and cultural needs should correct criminal behaviour by 

opening up job and social opportunities that allow one to 

achieve goals legally. Davidson contends that the 

tlopportunities modelfr is currently the explicit, official 

propose of schooling, especially in the field of literacy 

education. 

The second school of thought is a marriage between 

cognitive development theory - Piaget and Kohlberg - and 
neo-liberal perspectives on deviance. According to Davidson, 

this school suggests that crime results from individuals 

making poor decisions when faced with life8s many problems. 

Davidson (1995) mites, 

Out of neo-liberalism cornes the market metaphor, in 
which individuals make rational decisions based on 
calculating benefits against costs. Law-abiding 



citizens make socially acceptable decisions even when 
they face great adversity. They do so because their 
cognitive development is sufficiently mature to 
calculate into the cost/benefit equation potential 
puaishment for wrongdoing, social costs, and moral 
interpersonal considerations. Immature or deficient 
reasoners fail to calculate properly the true 
(instmmental, moral, social, personal) consequences of 
their choices. Thus, the proper aim of education is to 
promote cognitive development so that the person will 
calculate the real instrumental and social costs of 
resolving problerns with criminal activities and will 
choose instead law-abiding alternatives (p. 4 ) .  

Defining Success 

The emphasis or direction of prison programming based 

on one theory or another - one mode1 over another - is 

primarily an attempt to discover "what works.'l The goal of 

"Correctional philos~phy~~ is largely an attempt to prevent 

crime from occurring. The goal of prison programming is to 

rehabilitate prisoners in order to prevent recidivism. 

Recidivism and rehabilitation have been the subject of much 

discussion and debate since Martinson's (1974) critical 

examination of this topic. Prison philosophy, especially in 

the U.S., has been influenced by the "nothing worksN 

perspective and the result is the massive warehousing of 

prisoners. In Canada, research and writing has attempted to 

keep the debate alive and provide a more convincing argument 

for rehabilitation as a means of reducing recidivism 

(Andrews, 1995; Bonta 1992; Holosko and Carlson, 1986; 

Bonta, Boyle, Motiuk, and Sonnichsen, 1983; Gendreau and 

Leipciger, 1978, Cormier, 1981) 
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A significant amount of corrections research is devoted 

to addressing criminogenic factors which cause prisoners to 

return to prison (recidivate) . Correctional research has 
determined the primary factors ("the big fourN) which cause 

ex-prisoners to return to prison are anti-social attitude, 

anti-social peers, anti-social personality, and anti-social 

history (i . e . pas+, criminal behaviour) (Bonta, 1992 1 . 

Glaserr s (1969) work on de£ ining success or failure 

classifies prisoners into four categories. 1) Clear 

reformation - the individual has not committed any fur ther  

known crimes, has a steady job or is attending school 

regularly, and has avoided the Company of criminal 

associates, 2) Marginal reformation - has not returned to 

prison but has legitimate occupation, has been involved with 

minor offenses, or habitually associates with individuals 

who have known criminal records, 3) Marginal Failure - has 
been returned to prison for minor crimes or technical 

violations of parole regulations, and 4) Clear recidivist - 
has been returned to prison for committing a major offense. 

Based on his research in British Columbia prisons, 

Duguid (1992) asserts that post-secondary education in 

prison has a rehabilitative function noting that only 145 of 

the university sample were re-incarcerated compared to 51% 

of the control group. He argues that lower incarceration 

rates are a powerful argument against those that question 

the value of higher education in prison. However, according. 



to Knepper (1989). studies of prison schooling programs have 

been guilty of "selective participation. " Knepper (19 8 9 )  

First, it can be argued that those offenders who are 
likely to cornplete college programs while in prison are 
exactly those offenders who would be expected to be 
more sÜccessful upon release anyway - they are simply 
I1better risksm to begin with. Second, it can be argued 
that those offenders-who choose to participate in - 

college programs are more determined to succeed having 
expressed a lvmotivation to leamIf and therefore are 
atypical of the general offender population. Again, one 
would expect ItmotivatedW offenders to be more 
successful upon release even without completion of a 
coilege program (p. 113) . 

How should prison education programs be measured, if at a l l ?  

According t o  Seashore and Kaberf eld (1976) , Ir successful 

educational programs in prison must provide both viable 

educational experience f o r  participants and result in more 

productive and satisfying life experiences than they would 

have had otherwisem (p. 46) . Sutton's (1992) analysis 

regarding ~successfulv reintegration stated, 

The importance of continuity between education within 
the prison system [and] education as part of a social 
reinsertion after release, can hardly be overstated. 
... The importance of follow-up is becoming more widely 
recognized (p. 44) . 
Programming which provides prisoners with the 

opportunity to discuss release issues openly and in a safe 

context has show that prisoners are aware of broader social 

issues. According to Loewen (1989) , prisoners SUggeSt that 

poor employment prospects, drug and alcohol abuse, negative 

social supports and lack of family supports al1 affect their 



success in the community (p. 37) , 

Success is a term variously defined by evaluators. It 

has much to do with the particular values held by the 

evaluator. In prison programming the ovewhelming choice for 

measuring success appears to be recidivism. According to 

Parlett (1982) , 

In the final analysis, the function of prison is 
primarily, by consensus, the protection of society. 
Society is not protected in the long run if the 
products which the prison turns out have not attained a 
sense of reason and proportion and revert once again to 
criminal activity. It is, then, insufficient Co show 
paper and pencil growth. Freedom from crime and non- 
return to prison must also be shown (p. 66) . 
McCollum ( 1 9 7 6 )  provides another context for prison 

research in which issues of family and socioeconomic 

conditions are considered. She mites, 

Despite these desires it is extremely unrealistic t o  
try to measure the effectiveness of a particular prison 
program in terms of recidivism. To my view, this 
approach requires a complete suspension of cornrnon 
sense; further, it is an expensive exercise in 
futility. The total prison experience coupled w i t h  a 
mu1 titude of such other factors as a person's life 
history and the quality of that life at the t h e  of 
incarcera tion are much more relevant . Addi tionally, 
post-release family and other socioeconomic 
connections, if any, access to opportunity systems, 
mental and physical health, and a host of other 
variables contribute substantially to an individual's 
behaviour on release £ r o m  incarceration (in Martinson, 
1974, p. 51) . 
Once an organization or program establishes a set of 

goals for a program, it is held accountable to them by the 

organizations and interest groups that monitor it and 

provide legitirnation. The goals become the criteria by which 



an organization is evaluated (cf. Hasenf eld, 1983 ) . 
While recidivism is the preferred evaluation measure 

for the prison industry, others have identified prisoner- 

related goals. For obvious reasons, rates of recidivism are 

of great interest to provincial and federal correctional 

agents while prisoners, while concerned generally about 

avoiding prison, establish personal indicators of success. 

This writer has chosen, through the process of fourth- 

generation evaluation, to consider success from the 

perspective of the primary stakeholders - prison students. 

Prisoners are not given the opportunity to design 

measures or define success, Likewise, the debate regarding 

recidivism rarely involves the direct input of prisoners and 

they are rarely consulted in the development of literacy 

programs. Prisoners' demands for the provision of more basic 

education following the 1976 Archambault prison riot are 

particularly poignant here. 

Prisoners demanded immediate literacy programrning for al1 

prisoners in need. They prefaced these demands by 

articulating the following vision: 

To us, talking about education means talking about the 
chance to acquire an intellectual and practical 
formation that increases understanding and decreases 
alienation from things, from reality and from l i fe .  A 
step toward a liberated spirit (In Davidson, 1995, p. 
13) . 
Paulo Freire's (1970) writings on empowering people 

within learning environments advocates for individuals to be 



active in the organizing process and the delineation of 

objectives of the organization (p. 145) . This "liberationn 
approach has particular application to prison settings. 

Research which seeks to measure goals unrelated to 

prisoner-identified goals is incomplete. Research subjects 

are more than xaw material to be processed, objects to be 

described, or subjects to be judged. Guba and Lincoln's 

(1987) emerging fourth-generation evaluation which forwards 

value pluralism, stakeholder constructions, fairness, m e r i t  

and worth, and negotiation is of particular value in 

research regarding schooling in prisons. 

Return to The Commiunity 

We know that practically al1 prisoners in Canada will 

return ta the community one day. Released prisoners enter 

social environments which c m  either be nurturing, stable, 

supportive and positive or include violence, poverty, 

alcohol abuse, unstable relationships, mistrust, and chaos. 

In some cases prisoners have made the decision to leave a 

negative family environment. In others, the return to family 

can provide support not found previously. Family 

relationships are a factor for most released prisoners. 

Family relationships are a deeply ingrained aspect of 
many, if not all, societies including that of Canada. 
The unique and special status of a family relationship 
is recognized by and entrenched in Canadian law. Both 
private and public law, impose special 



responsibilities, obligations, trusts, benefits, 
privileges and so on, on individuals solely on the 
basis of their family relationship to one another- Even 
when a farnily relati6nship is not-positive it still 
maintains a status that is different f r o m  any other 
type of relationship in our society. Under the 
circumstances it would seem reasonable to conclude that 
whatever happens to one family member, even if that 
member is in prisa=, directly affects the lives of each 
of the other family members (p. 157) . 
Prisoners who have devoted a significant amount of 

their energy into educational pursuits return to the 

community with fresh vision and optimistic goals. Some do so 

as part of an early release package - parole or temporary 

absence pass. Here, the individuals who determine Msuccessn 

are institutional staff. The elusive carrot of early release 

dangles ever so closely when one can Say that the faults of 

the individual (ie., his unemployment or lack of formal 

education, ed. note) are responsible for imprisonment in the 

first place. Bracken and Loewen (1992) mite that prison 

shelters prisoners £rom life8s realities, teaches them to 

cope by manipulation and coercion, and fails to foster a 

sense of control over oners own life (p. 164). Success may 

be redefined for some as an ability to manipulate the 

system. 

Return to the community is inevitable for practically 

al1 prisoners and the decision to apply the achieved prison 

education in the community is made. According to Sutton 

(1992) . upon returning, prisoners must either reject the 
values of the education received. introduce new values into 
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the environment and thereby change it, or abandon that 

environment and push into a n e w  one without family or 

friends. B o t h  of the latter ones require great tenacity and 

strength of character, and the importance of supportive 

through-care and outside contacts is seen (p. 5 5 ) .  

According to Challis (1991) there are significant 

challenges for prisoners who w a n t  to make the transition 

from prison-based literacy programs to community-based 

programs. He iindicates that barriers to success upon release 

include low self confidence, chaotic lifestyles, unclear or 

unrealistic goals, insufficient academic potential, physical 

or mental disabilities, He also notes that there are several 

external barriers to finding success in the community and 

these include lack of seats in most programs, lack of 

information regarding courses, financial aid and career 

options, insufficient or insecure sources of income, a lack 

of articulation, collaboration and coordination between 

programs. 



CHAPTER 3 PROCEDURES 

Goals of the Practicum 

As indicated earlier, the goals of this practicum w e r e  

to develop greater knowledge and skills as they relate to 

design and implementation of a particular mode1 of literacy 

research with prisoners. The research, based on Guba and 

Lincoln's (1987) fourth-generation methodology, attempted to 

describe current prison educational models including their 

philosophical influences, solicit literacy-related goals of 

prisoners and determine prisoner-identified factors which 

may lead to the successful completion of these literacy 

goals. The following is a report of this work which occurred 

during March, April, May and June of 1997. 

Bstablishing a Context for Research 

Gaining entrance into two provincial prisons and three 

federal prisons was a necessary f i r s t  step to conducting the 

research. This was accomplished through four steps: 1) 

securing a grant £rom the National Literacy Secretariat of 

Canada to conduct the work, 2 )  forming a local Advisory 

Cornmittee, 3 )  obtaining formal consent from wardens or 

program officers of those prisons and 4) establishing 

positive rapport with teachers/instructors. 
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Research Methods and Questions 

Information was gathered through the following methods: 

1) review of existing literature, 2) qualitative one on one 

interviews with prison literacy instructors, 3 ) observation 

of classroom activities, 4) focus group interviews with five 

groups of approximately 10 prisoners in each group, and 5) 

qualitative one on one interviews with prison literacy 

students . The principles of Guba and Lincolnf s 11987) 

fourth-generation evaluation were utilized. 

The research was qualitative in nature and most of the  

interviews were recorded by audio cassette. Qualitative 

research methodology provided a medium for the evaluand and 

participant to discuss issues openly and diverge on issues 

of common interest. According to Bogdan & Taylor (1975), 

"Qualitative rnethodologies refer to research procedures 

which produce descriptive data: people's own written or 

spoken wordsI1 (p. 4 ) .  

Questions of prison literacy instructors pertained to 

the nature of their specific school program, including 

admission of prisoners into the program, nature of teacher 

or peer support, and how they provided technical or 

supervisory support for prisoners. Prisoners were asked 

questions regarding their literacy-related goals upon 

release and the factors which they believed would increase 

or decrease success of reaching those goals when in the 

comrnunity. Prisoners were asked questions in both the focus 



groups and individual interviews. 

Selection of Research Candidates 

Two of the five schools were located in provincia 

prisons; Brandon Correctional Institution and Regina 

Correctional Institution. Both Regina and Brandon are 

medium/maximum-security prisons. Provincial prisons are 

those that £al1 within the jurisdiction of Provincial 

control and hold prisoners sentenced to less than two years. 

Average sentences in most provincial prisons are three to 6 

months in length. Three of the schools in this study were in 

federal prisons; Riverbend Institution, Rockwood 

Institution, and Stony Mountain Institution. Correctional 

Services Of Canada (CSC) holds federally sentenced prisoners 

serving sentences of two years or greater. Both Riverbend 

and Rockwood are minimum-security male prisons while Stony 

Mountain is a medium security male institution. 

In al1 prisons, the "gate keepera providing access to 

prisoners was the teacher. In order to gain access to 

intenriewing prisoners, the researcher's initial 

communication with teachers requested participation of ten 

men with literacy-related goals for release to volunteer 

their time for this study. These men were informed, usually 

by the teacher, that they would be asked to be involved in 

literacy-related research which would initially involve 

approximately 1 to 2 hours of their time - approximately 45. - 



60 minutes of group discussion/research and 15 to 45 

minutes for an individual interview, 

Personnel 

Conducting research within institutions necessitates 

the cooperation of the "gatekeepersW of large bureaucracies. 

In most cases, the warden or assistant warden is this 

gatekeeper. Prison officials need to be convinced of the 

merit of the research and the integrity of the researcher. 

Prison of f ic ia l s  may either be disinterested in the research 

or suspect of the researcher, The researcher attempted to 

overcome these issues through reliance on the sponsoring 

organizationfs established rapport with prison officials and 

line staff. 

The John Howard Society (JHS) is entering its fortieth 

year of existence in Manitoba, and although corrections 

officials are increasingly more opposed to traditional 

advocacy functions. it is seen as a credible organization in 

the criminal justice community. The John Howard Society has 

been active in Brandon for more than thirty-five years and, 

in 1996. was incorporated. This lengthy history has given 

JHS workers a virtual "keyI1 to entering and working in 

prisons in Manitoba. This history. coupled with the 

researcher's fifteen years of criminal justice experience, 

enabled him to find support amongst correctional officials 

in Manitoba. This long standing relationship with prison . 
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administration and line workers was likely a catalyst to 

obtaining access to the prison for the purpose of this 

research. 

A major challenge confronting this research was to 

effectively engage the primary stakeholders (prisoners and 

teachers). Prison teachers are busy people and the extra 

time and energy required to support a mdiversionlf sucb as 

this research could be viewed as unnecessary. T h i s  

necessitated teachers confidence in the rnerits of the 

research 

Gaining the confidence of teachers occurwed in two 

ways. Firstly this was accomplished because of the officia1 

sanction of prison administration. Secondly, this was 

accomplished through telephone and written communication 

£rom the researcher explaining the details of the research. 

Appendix C provides an example of correspondence to 

teachers 

A fourth significant challenge to canducting this 

research was gaining the acceptance of students necessary to 

involve them not only as participants but as llowners.ll 

Prisoners are generally cautious of tloutsidersm wha want 

something £ r o m  them. Firstly, the researcher relied on 

teacher cooperation ta inform students about the research 

which included a copy of the consent form outlining ethical 

considerations. This occurred prior to actual contact with 

prisoners. Secondly, prior to the focus groupç, the 
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researcher provided a description of the research. In two 

prisons, those who were unsure about participating in the  

research w e r e  welcomed to stay for the focus group sessions 

in order to gain an appreciation for the nature of the 

questions. 

Guba and Lincoln's (1987) fourth-generation evaluation 

methods indicate that stakeholder construct and direction 

are essential elements. Obviously prisoners were to be 

convinced of its m e r i t .  The researcher attempted to overcome 

these issues through reliance on a pre-established rapport 

with prisoners, prison officials and other John Howard 

Society workers, and a thorough explanation of the goals of 

the study to prison administrators and staff. An advisory 

committee, which represented stakeholder concerns and 

comprised of individuals with knowledge and connection to 

prisoners and prison administration and staff, was 

established as a means of providing greater acceptance of 

the research with prisons and prison officials. Fourth- 

generation evaluation is viewed as both a political act as 

well as an investigatory process. The inclusion of Davidson 

(1995), Collins (19951, and other writers in this report, 

balance the predominant and prolific writings of evaluators 

who normally represent status quo ideologies. 

Procedures and Methods of Intervention 

As noted in a previous section, the procedures used in- 
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the intervention included a literature review, one to one 

interviews with fifty prisoners, interviews with literacy 

program coordinators, and five focus groups of approximately 

eleven prisoners in each group. The information obtained in 

the focus groups and individual interviews has been held in 

confidence by the researcher. Al1 reports generated by this 

research did not identify the names of prisoners involved in 

the research- 

Literacy education in prison was important for study 

because its findings may give direction to prisoners, 

teachers, and people who administer and developing prison 

literacy prograrns. This information may lead to greater 

success for ex-prisoners because its methodology is one 

which defines prisoners as prirnary stakeholders. It may also 

provide the prison student improved direction as he seeks to 

determine his own definitions of success related to literacy 

goals upon release. 

Sample 

This practicum involved fifty-seven prisoners in 

literacy programs. Five prisons were chosen in Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan and forty-eight completed the individual 

interviews. These forty-eight agreed to participate in the 

follow-up (Phase II) of th i s  study. 

For the purpose of th i s  study, selection of individuals 

was based on active current participation in a prison 
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literacy program, willingness to participate in the study, 

and clearly defined literacy-related goals for release. 

Projected difficulties of this research including 

access to prison literacy students w e r e  overcome through 

approaching prison administration at each of the five 

prisons. Formal verbal approval was provided by each O£ the 

five Wardens at each of the five institutions. Literacy 

instructors, upon learning that prison administration 

supported the research, mostly became interested supporters 

and participants. Accurate information about the research, 

as well as assertive interpersonal skills were needed in 

order to gain the trust of al1 stakeholders. Prison 

administrators, teachers, students never questioned the 

methodology of fourth-generation evaluation. 

Linden and Perry (1982) have asserted that evaluations 

of "prison education programs are generally poorly done 

however they provide us with some insights namely that 

prisoners are amenable to vocational and academic training 

and, if staff are innovative and talented, dramatic gains 

can be achievedtl (p. 54) . 

Duration 

The duration of this intervention extended over a four- 

month period - March to June, 1997. 



Recording and Bvaluation 

As stated above, an advisory group was established 

which helped to oversee the entire project. Periodic written 

updates regarding the research questions, method of 

implementation, and measures ensuring informed consent, 

confidentiality, and voluntary participation were completed 

for this advisory group, 

Criteria used for measuring successful intervention 

include this practicum report which provides a literature 

review and findings section, The findings reflect the fact 

that prisoners were supportive of the research as evidenced 

by their active participation in both the focus group 

discussions and persona1 interviews. Another measurement is 

acceptance by the Literacy Secretariat of Canada of 

Transition to the Community; Prison Literacy Programs and 

Factors Which Lead to Success In the Community." 

Educatfonal beaefite to stude~t 

According to fourth-generation evaluation, the 

necessary skills of collaborator, learner/teacher, reality 

shaper, mediator and change agent must be practised as well 

as being beneficial to the studentts education. Criteria for 

evaluating educational benefits to the student include a 

forma1 appraisal of the work by the practicum committee, the 

Literacy Advisory Cornmittee, and the Board of the John 

Howard Society of Brandon, Inc, 
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CHAPTER 4 FINDïNGS AND IMPIirCATIONS 

This research involving five sites in Saskatchewan and 

Manitoba found that schools in prisons were generally filled 

to capacity and that the adult learners who chose to attend 

found meaning and purpose in furthering their educational 

potential. The prison environment offered special challenges 

to students and teachers but it could be a new and positive 

experience for those who have had negative past school 

experiences. 

School Enroiment 

The sites in this study had an established waiting list 

of prisoners who were interested in attending school. In two 

prisons, the number of individuals placed on the waiting 

list was as numerous as the total available seats in class. 

Approximately 17.5% of the total prison population of the 

£ive sites were active in schooling (Please see Table 1). 

Attendance at prison schools in this study was expected 

and students were rewarded with standardized institutional 

wages of between $2.00 and $7.00 per day. Several teachers, 

however, related that if prisoners viewed school primarily 

as a "jobn they were less motivated to reach specific 

educational goals. And, while it was true that pay was 

docked when individuals did not attend class, teachers 

preferred not to view this as a punitive measure or as a 

means to ensure class participation. 



Table 1 

Number of Prisoners Enroled In Prison Schools 

STONY m 

ROCKW000' 

RIVERBENO 

REGINA 

BRANDON' 

In the course of their job within prison, teachers were 

asked to provide performance evaluations on students for the 

purposes of parole board hearings or early release hearings. 

Some teachers expressed dissatisfaction with the procedure 

of reporting "onu students because, given that their 

relationship with students was based largely on trust and 

respect which is foundational to learning, reporting to an 

external body was seen as a breach of this relationship. 

There w e r e  varying degrees of support for these 

institu~ional requirements arnongst teachers. Although not 



specifically measured, there appeared ta be a correlation 

between 'lresistance to reportingn and wcommitment to 

individual learning goalsw of students. 

Most teachers indicated that a clear set of rules and 

consistent application of the rules were necessary to 

establishing an environment supportive of learning goals. 

This study learned that there was a need for teachers to 

show fairness and acceptance to al1 students. Wlodkowski's 

(1993) comrnents regarding fairness and acceptance were 

highly relevant within the prison context. 

From time to time prisoners quit school and reasons for 

students quitting school were numerous. However the most 

common reasons cited by teachers included relocation within 

the prison or to another prison for security reasons, 

inability of the student to concentrate or stay physically 

in one spot for long periods of time, the rules being too 

strict, unrealistic cornmitments, and lack of motivation. 

The Role of Prison S t a f f  

Prison is a place where a variety of staff serve a 

variety of functions with multiple purposes or goals. The 

primary goal of the prison administration is a safe and 

secure environment in which conflict is minimized. Toward 

this end, tasks and activities of staff and prisoners are 

routinized and made to be predictable. Prison guards have 

the task of enforcing security measures and, of al1 t h e  



staff, are in the most overt conflict with prisoners. 

Counselling and program staff are charged with the 

responsibility of "rehabilitationn and perform duties such 

as case planning. In federal institutions these staff are 

called Case Management Officer 1 (CMOI) while in the 

provincial prison's Vase Management" system, prison guards 

and program staff both perform functions defined as 

Teachers, while regarded by most as performing 

primarily a rehabilitative function, viewed their role as 

distinct and separate from al1 other prison staff. Within 

the prison Vamilyn, school was observed to fulfil a 

nurturing role. Prisoners gravitated to the school because 

of its nurturing and supportive characteristics. As long as 

students were making an effort, they were afforded the 

munconditionalw support of teachers. This relationship 

between teachers and students was regarded with some degree 

of scepticism and even cynicism by some other staff in the 

institution. This notion was supported by a Manitoba Task 

Force on Literacy (1989) , 

In some institutions, a small percentage of guards and 
correctional staff impede the work by making it 
difficult for learners to attend programs, pulling out 
learners from tutoring situations just prior to their 
sessional times, not providing time and/or space for 
tutors and learners to work together, criticising the 
program, etc. Practitioners have found when this 
situation exists the program has grave difficulties 
functioning (p .  5). 

Virtually a l1  of the intevviewees indicated that the 



school was a "safe placen where values of respect and 

dignity w e r e  evident. This was especially true for those 

settings where prisoners were encouraged to freely express 

their values and opinions without judgement. Teachers were 

typically viewed as positive and supportive and set apart 

from other prison staff because of their genuine and caring 

attitude. Interviews with prisoners indicated that the 

teacherrs active role in creating a safe environment was the 

primary reason for deciding to attend and to continue 

schooling in prison. Prison schools generally were viewed as 

a "sacredn place within an otherwise negative environment. 

The school at Rockwood Institution had a formal contract 

outlining guidelines for school participation (See Exhibit 

#l) 

The Prison School Ekvironment 

The observation of this researcher indicated that 

prison school teachers understood very well the environment 

in which they worked including the importance of 

establishing a setting i n  which learning goals could be 

accomplished. Toward this end teachers generally worked hard 

to establish a physically and emotionally safe environment. 



SCHOOL STlUiDARDS AND EXPECTATIONS 
Rockwood Institution 

Class Attendance 
Rockwood Education Centre will provide an opportunity, 

within the context of your individual Correctional Treatment  
Plan, to attain specific educational goals. Your  achievement 
in school will be detedned by your attitude, performance, 
and effort - 
Performance Evaluatione 

Performance evaluations will be prepared by your 
teachers on an ongoing basis. 

Standards and Ekmectations 
The following standards and expectations will help to 

ensure that your school experience is positive and 
productive : 

1. Punctuality: Arriving at school on tirne, mornings, 
afternoons, and after break tirnes is essential. 

2. Appointments: It is your responsibility to notify your 
teacher of appointments, programs, and TA'S. Any absence 
from school is subject to pr io r  consultation with your 
teacher. 

3. Relationships: An atmosphere of mutual respect and 
tolerance must be maintained at al1 tirnes. 

4. Participation : Although students work on individual 
educational programs, participation in group and class 
activities is expected. These activities will provide many 
opportunities for you to progress and grow, both personally 
and academically. 

5. Attitude: A positive learning environment is fostered at 
the school, and it is expected that you will support and 
contribute to this goal. 

6. Problem Situations: Any situations which may arise at the 
school regarding security, personal relationships, etc., are 
best dealt with as soon as possible in consultation with 
your teachers. Although teachers are not CSC Staff, they are 
responsible to the Institution to abide by Institution 
rules. 

1 understand and agree with the standards and expectations 
described above. 

Studsnt Signature Date 



Several students in each of the prisons provided comments 

which indicated that they appreciated this safety. This 

study found that schoals were generally regarded as 

sanctuaries within the prison environment. A commonly 

expressed sentiment of prisoners was that school was a safe 

place in which opinions and values could be expressed and 

that they would be listened to and not judged. It was 

apparent that learning was directly influenced by the degree 

of safety felt by students. Most students' past school 

experience hab been unrewa~bir:~. Therefore, the creation of 

a safe and positive adult learning setting was crucial to 

learning in prison. All the teachers in this study indicated 

that they placed a priority on creating a safe environment 

i n  the school setting. According to one prison teacher, 

Safety is absolutely essential and it could take up to 
a month before they will accept the fact that they are 
not going to be ridiculed particularly by me but also 
by their peers. 

Another teacher asserted, 

It is important to have a non-threatening atmosphere. 
But 1 expect them to work. 1 monitor activities. 1 
interact with them 90% of the time. 

The following dialogue was common of i n t e r v i e w s  w i t h  

students who re£erred to the safety of the school as a 

"differentU environment: 

(RL) : What role do the teacher8s play here in terms of 
you reaching your goals? 
(Student) :They push you and help you out. They're 
positive - positive feedback 1 guess. That's w h y  most 
guys corne to school too. It's a different environment 
from the rest of the prison. 



This study found that each of the schools was 

physically set apart from the rest of the prison. This 

separate location appeared to contribute to a safe and 

predictable environment, free from fear and intimidation, 

with choices and personal responsibilities not honoured in 

the rest of the prison environment. 

Students were generally supportive of the special 

nature of the school environment and respected the need for 

safety and trust not generally found in the rest of the 

prison. Students were obselved to freely offer support and 

encouragement to other students and described school in the 

f ollowing ways : It saf e placetr, nrespectfulw, wpositivelt, and 

Ira way to put aside gang values and do something positive." 

For most prisoners in this study, school experiences 

during formative years were largely negative. Those who have 

not found success in this world, have generally not had 

positive school experiences. According to Linden (1987) the 

correlation between school failure and delinquency is 

relatively strong (p. 227) . 
For many of the students in this study, their childhood 

school experiences were anything but safe and respectful and 

therefore the need for a safe place was increased. One 

student recounted, 

(Student) : 1 had a lost childhood. That equals a lost 
education. 1 haven't had a chance. . .. Beat up al1 the 
time eh by my dad cause al1 my brothers doing this shit 
and then 1'11 be the one to blame eh, And then 1'11 be 
the one ending up getting the slap so 1 j u s t  kind of 



kept to myself staying inside al1 the time. 
(RL) :Sort of carried on from there. 
(Student) :Yeah.  I took upgrading in (another prison) 
one tirne but that was nothing, I couldn't read, eh, 
cause 1 always ended up screwing around al1 the tirne. 
(RL) : Didnr t work? 
(Student) :Nope couldnr t concentrate on work. 
(RL) :Not a safe place? 
Yeah that's right. If I donrt have sornething to do in 
here 1 sit dom and 1 have a l i t t l e  journal there, eh. 
1 sit there and mite- Helps out a lot. 
(RLI :Yourve stated itrs not easy to undo a lot of the 
put doms that have happened in the past, in the 
f amily . 
(Student):Especially 1 know from my dad he didnft give 
me a lot of praise but 1 really needed i t .  1 really 
wanted it sometimes you know. 
(RL) :Do you get praise here? 
(Student) :Yeah, 1 do. 

Interviews with teachers at each of the five sites 

indicated that al1 had school schedules which coincided with 

institutional routines. Prison school teachers appeared 

interested in distancing their activity £rom the label of 

standard ~correctionalw programs. This study found that 

prison teachers spent a significant amount of their energy 

attempting to create a setting apart £rom prison values. 

Control over one's life begins with the safety necessary to 

take responsibility for those things that one can actually 

change, not those beyond his or her control. 

A l 1  of the sites in this study were classroom settings. 

In two of the five settings the students faced one 

direction. In the others, the seating arrangement was around 

circular or large square tables which facilitated 

interaction between students. 

One of the institutions provided £or "night schoolu 
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but, due to prison scheduling and security issues, the 

realization of night school took a significant effort. 

Adult Learning Modela in Prison 

Adult learning differs in style and content from cornmon 

classroom models. Teachers informed that they structured 

their learning environment, content of material, and 

teaching style to reflect these differences. Each of the 

sites involved the presence of at least one full time 

teacher and the role of the teacher varied depending largely 

on one's personal style and interest. Some were highly 

structured while others w e r e  informal. Peer tutoring was 

observed to occur spontaneously in settings where seating 

facilitated this, especially in the schools which provided 

tables for groups of students to sit around. While this 

could have been construed as distractive, upon further 

observation, it appeared that genuine learning was 

occurring. 

Teachers at al1 of the sites w e r e  observed to take a 

great deal of pride in their work and in the accomplishments 

of their students. They recognized students not as numbers 

but as individuals. 

Interviews with teachers indicated a high level of 

cornmitment to the learning goals of students. Due to the 

higher turnover rate of students in provincial institutions, 

more time and resources at these sites was consumed with . 
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intake procedures and setting up individual school plans. 

Federal prisoners, because of longer sentences, were 

generally involved in work with long term goals. 

Instruction occurred at one of the prisons for half of 

each day while, at al1 the other sites, individual one to 

one support was observed with little or no formal 

instruction. The teachers role was largely a variation of 

facilitator and individual supporter. Prisoners were 

especially appreciative of teachers who were genuinely 

interested and vested in their success. 

According to a March 1990 publ icat ion called "Literacy 

in Corrections; Whatrs Happening?", a l 1  but one prison in 

Manitoba used peer tutors and half used community 

volunteers. In this study, informal peer tutoring was 

observed to occur at three of t h e  five sites. 

Paradigms o f  Prison Education 

Chapter 2 discusses Collinsf (1995) paradigms of prison 

education. This research found that elements of these 

paradigms were present in the research sites. This paper 

will now examine each of the schools within the context of 

Collins' philosophical paradigms. 

Riverbend School 

The school at Riverbend Institution appears to be 

influenced, in part, by the medical mode1 described in the 
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literature review- fndicators of this include Riverbendrs 

established schedule (see Exhibit 2) which was followed 

closely. The teacherfs role was observed to be largely that 

of a manager. On four days of the week an assignment was to 

mite two sentences reflecting on a particular activity or 

learning. It appeared that the teacherfs primary objective 

was to provide consistency of curriculum. While in each of 

the other 4 schools, the majority of students could 

articulate their specific and individualized learning plan, 

at Riverbend only two of the ten students could do so. While 

most of the prisons in this study attempted to treat 

individual psychological issues by behaviour modification or 

normalizing techniques, the Riverbend school program was 

most overt about this. 
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Collins (1995) description of the Medical Model 

contends that students' learning needs and their learning 

objectives are already programmed into the curriculum 

design. The literacy teacher is redefined as a "facilitatorW 

or "managerv (p. 51). This appeared to be the case at 

Riverbend- 

Rockwood School 

Students at Rockwood school were given a wide range of 

educational and training opportunities including hands on 

activities (i.e. managing a garden). The teacher at Rockwood 

indicated that students were kept busy w i t h  a lot of group 

work and she tried to work in at least one area of each 

student each day. She noted that the direction in 

corrections is toward a lot of hands on experience. This 

teacher stated that writing assignments w e r e  common and they 

published a quarterly newsletter completed largely by 

students. The school at Rockwood Institution appeared to be 

influenced by the Opportunitieo Mode1 presented by Collins 

(1995). The Opportunities Model 5 s  tied to a notion that 

prisoners should be given a wide range of educational and 

training opportunities while they are incarcerated. ... The 
curriculum is envisaged as keeping prisoners "meaningfully 

busyiiif (p .  53) . 



Brandon Correctional Institution and 

Regina Correctional institution 

School in the two provincial prisons in Brandon and 

Regina appeared to fa11 largely into Collinsf Creative 

Approachee paradigm. Observations of these provincial sites 

determined that they suffered £ r o m  inadequate budgets and 

lack of importance within the larger scheme of prison 

activities in comparison to the federal sites in this study. 

In one prison students were regularly pulled out of class to 

work in other industries or prograrns. 

In both provincial prisons, education was not 

considered a I1coreN program. Provincial sentences w e r e  

shorter and prisoners who were sentenced with a requirement 

to take special programming like anger management could have 

been required to discontinue schooling when a particular 

program was offered. This marginalization within the larger 

scheme of the prison complex provided teachers with an 

opportunity to try creative approaches. Extra activities to 

enhance student learning were not typically required and 

attempts to introduce creative approaches entailed extra 

work. Collins (1995) observed that it is lwpossible to 

witness prison-based adult literacy psojects which, in terms 

of creativity and cornmitment, make some institutionalized 

adult literacy programs for lldisadvantagedw people on the 

outside appear pedestrian by comparison. ... Conscientious 
literacy teachers of prisoner-students, and of the 
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population groups on the outside from which many prisoners 

originate, can take advantage of these laxer circumstances 

to create alternative curriculum and teaching strategiesw 

(p. 5 9 ) .  

While each of the £ive teachers provided several 

examples of creativity in their work, the teachers at the 

provincial prison schools w e r e  observed to provide a 

significant degree of creativity and variety. The teachers 

at provincial prisons indicated that this was, in part, 

because of tight budgets and a higher turnover of prisoners. 

For example, at Regina, the teachers had established 

significant connections with outside resources in an attempt 

to help meet continued learning goals for students who could 

not accomplish this in their short the provincial prison. 

Prison workersg establishment of supportive linkages with 

programs and people outside of the prison context appears to 

be losing support in the Canadian penal system. 

At Brandon Correctional Institution the students were 

encouraged to collaborate on reworking a government handbook 

on the issue of alcohol and h g  abuse. According to the 

teacher, this was not supported by prison administration 

when it was ~discovered.~ 

Stony Mountaio Institution 

The school at Stony Mountain Institution was large by 

cornparison to al1 of the other schools in this project. 
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Eighty-£ive full-time students w e r e  active in a variety of 

activities at a variety of levels. Teachers were obsewed to 

take the time to develop special projects. For example, 

students took the lead to compile and publish a book of 

visual art, poetry and stories entitled "Spirit Within Our 

D r e a m s . "  This book was written and directed largely by 

prisoners giving them a direct Say in  the content of their 

curriculum. The predominant model of literacy programming 

observ~d at Stony Mountain was Collinsr Participatory 

Learning Practices. In addition to "Spirit Within Our 

D r e a m s t U ,  students had recently completed a module on racism 

in which they organized extra activities such as a feast. 

Another observation at Stony Mountain was that students took 

initiative during the focus group by largely directing and 

leading the discussion. Thirdly, they took greater 

initiative in regulating individual interview times 

indicating an emphasis on democratic practices in the 

classroom. Collins (1995) Participatory Learning Practices 

model emphasizes the consistency of democratic values and 

democratic practices in the classroom. 

During the focus group discussion regarding factors 

influencing success upon release, students at Stony Mountain 

institution raised external factors such as racism, 

govemment cutbacks, and prejudice. They were the only group 

which raised this issue which indicates that they were 

conscious of what Collins (1995) described as tlcoercive 
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forces which affect how they express themselves, imagine 

their futures, ask their questions, and weigh and judge the 

worth of their answers" (p. 20) . 

Suaumary of School Models 

Teachers are individuals first and teachers second. It 

was observed tha t  each of the classrooms w e r e  "fla~oured~~ by 

the uniqueness of the teachers. It could also be stated that 

teachers come £ r o m  philosophical p r e m i s e s  which influence 

their style, content, and delivery. The above comparisons of 

prison school programs to Collins' (1995) paradigms of 

prison education indicate that the micro can be influenced 

by the macro. 

The advice of Lunsford, Moglen, and Slevin (1990) rings 

true for al1 of the sites in this study. That is, students 

learn most successfully with and £rom each other w h e n  they: 

1) have full access to looking, listening, talking, and 

taking part in authentic tasks, 2) when they can compliment 

each other in particular areas of expertise and learn to 

communicate shared persona1 experiences, and 3 )  when humans 

move beyond information and skills to meaning and 

interpretation (p. 302) . 
Collins (1995) treatise encourages prison-based 

teachers to explore the range of options for literacy 

material especially since much of it, he contends, is based 

on the penal philosophy of control. From this research it . 



appeared that students thrived in settings where teachers 

were committed to student8s individual learning goals. 

Learning was enhanced when adult learners took part in 

authentic tasks, w e r e  empowered to share personal 

experiences, and moved beyond information and skills to 

meaning and interpretation . 
This study found that practically a l1  of the 

participants were genuinely interested in  furthering their 

education. How this occurred varied £ r o m  prison to-prison. 

School Intake Procedure 

The method by which a prisoner enters the school 

setting varied from site to site. Within federal prisons, 

newly sentenced individuals participated in an intake 

interview and assessment process in which an assigned case 

manager identified program needs and options. The resulting 

Plan" specified required programming and treatment, 

including whether school was appropriate. According to a 

Correctional Service of Canada committee, 

Classification can be generally defined as Ita 
continuous process through which diagnosis, treatment- 
planning and the execution of the treatment plan are 
coordinated to the end that the individual inmate may 
be rehabilitatedfl (Oimet Committee, 1969:11, in 
Griffiths, 1994, p. 509). 

In the two provincial prisons, school participation was 

based largely on a prisoner-initiated referral process. It 

was largely the prisoner's responsibility to contact his 
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case worker who completed an assessrnent related to school. 

The individual was then placed on a waiting list for t h e  

school. At both provincial prisons, instructors completed 

testing to determine the level at which the individual was 

working . 
Within prison there were numerous other jobs 

available and, in some cases, placed in higher demand than 

school by the administration, On occasion a student was 

moved out of school to work in a prison industry. At Regina 

Correctional, a provincial institution, the average stay in 

the classroom was approximately 30 days. This presented a 

special challenge to teachers who, in any given year, saw 

more than 200 different students, each with individual 

learning goals and potential. 

Within federal prisons the  average length of stay per 

student was considerably longer than that of their 

provincial counterparts. In one federal minimum prison t h e  

length of stay in the class was approximately 6 - 8 months. 

School Program ûptione 

The following Table illustrates the program options 

which students in this study were involved. 

Each of the five sites provided a curriculum for a 

variety of student needs. The following headings delineate 

the nature of school programming and the approximate number 

of students in each category (Total N=48) . 



School program options accessed by studente 

Table 2 

Teachers commented that factors such as a safe and 

positive learning environment, time between breaks, length 

of classes, and seating arrangements, al1 have an impact on 

learning . 

Option 1: Adult Basic Education (ABE) and Bamic Literacy 

Adult B a s i c  Education (ABE) and Basic Literacy were the 

most common options chosen among the prison school prograrns. 

Al1 five sites offered these and nineteen of the forty-nine 

students in this study were enroled in this program. Adult 

Basic Education was subdivided further in to  ABE I, ABE II, . 
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and ABE III, 

Individuals in federal prisons who expressed difficulty 

reading or writing are enroled in ABE 1 which is considered 

the equivalent of a formal grade O - 5 .  

Adult Basic Education II & III were considered equal to 

Grades 6 - 10 and, according to one teacher, it could take 

approximately 6 months to finish ABE III- In many instances 

GED was replacing ABE III because it was easier to 

administer and divided into modules for easier completion. 

Prior to involvement in ABE some individuals enroled in 

basic literacy- In Manitoba a formai literacy certificate 

was offered to individuals who completed basic course 

material in literacy. This was both a motivator and a reward 

for students, 

Option 2: General Equivalency D i p l o m a  (GED) 

Teachers indicated that several students each year 

achieved their GED. While generally regarded as a forma1 

Grade 10 standing, the GED served as both a motivator and a 

confidence boost for students who completed it. The General 

Equivalency Diploma is easily adaptable to the prison 

environment because it is divided in modules, Fourteen of 

forty-nine students were enroled in GED studies. 

One student began his schooling in a GED program and 

had little interest in educational goals but has made great 

progress. He said, 



(Student):The reasons for being in school here were, 
firstly, to get out of work. The other reason w a ç  to 
accomplish something while 1 was in here. 1 started 
with GED and then, after that, it came relatively easy. 
Sa 1 decided while 1 was in school, 1 sort of decided 
on a f i e l d  that 1 wanted to get into which was Civil 
Engineering. 1 needed a math course for  it. So 1 
decided to pursue that and [the teacherl had told m e  
that the Math 300 would have been tao difficult to just 
jump into. So she suggested that 1 take Math 200. So 1 
did and actually next week P l 1  be writing my final 
exam for it. 
(RI;) : Excellent . 
(Student):So P l 1  be passing that and like that's what 
1 got out of it. 
(a): So your goals have kind of changed f r o m  the 
beginning to actually work towards something. 
(Student ) : Yeah . 
Teachers often had students mite a GED pre-test in 

order to determine their readiness to write the GED. At 

Regina Correctional Institution, the prison covered the cost 

of writing the GED test if the student passed. 

Option 3 :  English as a Second Language 

Prisons in Manitoba and Saskatchewan imprison 

disproportionate numbers of native prisoners. For m a n y  of 

these men in  this study, English was a second language. 

These men expressed a special need to  be free from ridicule. 

As a result, some of these men concentrated initially on 

math skills, particularly computation. One instructor noted, 

This [computation] is excellent to get them feeling 
competent and more sure of themselves and to realize 
they are in a safe place. They need t o  k n o w  that they 
are not going to be ridiculed. 1 will give them math to 
do and once they have grasped the concepts then 1 will 
put the math into a problem form. 

The following comment by one student illustrated his 
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special interest  in his first educational experience. When 

asked why he started attending school he stated, "Because 

when 1 was back home 1 didnrt go to school. This is my first 

tinte 1 go to school. 1 try to learn English, get more 

education." Reading a restaurant menu or map for the first 

tirne unlocks many doors for the released prisoner. 

Option 4: Correspondence: High School 

Because the GED certificate was recognized by teachers 

as equivalent to a forma1 grade 10 standing, some prison 

schools provided students the opportuiity to obtain formal 

high school credits through correspondence courses. In 

Saskatchewan this was done through the Saskatchewan 

Correspondence School while in Manitoba this was 

accomplished through the Winkler School Division or, in the 

case of Brandon, through a counsellor at a local high 

school. In Regina, students were able to obtain a grade 10 

certificate issued by the Saskatchewan Institution of 

Applied Science and Technology (SIAST) which is module 

based. Special financial support was available to Regina 

residents. Released prisoners who were on social assistance 

for one week following release were eligible for SIAST 

funding to continue the schooling they began in prison. 



Option 5: Correspondence: University 

The £ive sites visited in this study did not offer 

formal university courses as part of a curriculum, however 

some students did register for correspondence university 

courses. Students expressed disappointment in the formal 

discontinuation of regular post-secondary studies in federal 

institutions. 

ûption 6 :  Correspondence: Techaical 

In some of the schools, teachers took the time to 

provide their students with calenders £rom technical schools 

or community colleges. In most cases, prisoners w e r e  

required to initiate these studieç. Limited support was 

provided in some cases to those working on this kind of 

material. 

ûption 7 :  Correspondence: Other 

At Rockwood Institution teachers encouraged students to 

correspond with outside contacts which served to maintain a 

formal link with the Aboriginal Literacy Program in 

Winnipeg. 

ûption 8: Supplemental Studiee: Specific Studiee 

In Saskatchewan's prison schools, a university 

connection was pre-established with Athabasca University in 

Alberta, Athabasca provided this service for individuals who 
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wanted to upgrade math, for instance, for a speci f ic  trade 

on the outside. 

Within Regina Correctional Institution, where the 

length of stay in the classroorn averaged 30 days, "special 

studiesm were available and included learning the metric 

system or the driver's bandbook. 

Option 9: Supplemental Studies: Computer Skills 

In each of the £ive prison schools, computers were 

available and fully utilized by students. Federal prison 

schools had a much higher ratio of computers t o  students 

than did the provincial prisons. Cornputers were used as a 

rneans of irnproving key boarding skills and as a form of 

entertainment. Some educational programs, such as Pascal and 

Mavis Beacon, a typing t u to r  program, were installed and 

used . 

Option 10: Supplemental Studies: Specfalty P t o g t r i m n  and 

P r o  j ects 

According to one teacher in a federal institution, the 

direction in federal Corrections was llpractical hands on 

experience.It In one prison a teacher raised the subject of 

AIDS and the entire class completed a project which involved 

guest speakers and presentations. In another prison the 

theme of racism was studied. One student was particularly 

interested in the study on racism. He said, Teah, that was- 
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a therne week and we finished it with a feast. We brought in 

breads from different parts of the w o r l d  and had a video and 

ate toyether - 
Stony Mountain school's publication, "Spirit Within Our 

DreamsI1, was an example of a specialty project- At another 

prison, students worked on a garden as part of their daily 

routine . 

Option 11: Supplemental Studies: Library 

Students in at least three of the settings had the 

benefit of a well stocked library. Specific library times 

were part of the schedule and a student acted as the 

librarian in these locations, 

Several of the teachers indicated that an established 

relationship between the student and an outside volunteer 

could serve as an important bridge to the community and 

facilitate the accomplishment of pre-set goals. The 

Correctional Services of Canada (CSC) stated, in their 

recent Mission statement, 

We recognize that the establishment and maintenance of 
positive community and family relationships will 
nonally assist offenders in their reintegration as 
law-abiding citizens. ... The involvement of community 
organizations, volunteers and outside professionals in 
program development and delivery will be actively 
encouraged. 

At the time of the study there were few outside tutors 



working with students. Teachers advised that the time and 

energy involved in training, matching, and supervising 

volunteer tutors, in addition to external security issues 

and concerns, rendered the administering of a core of 

volunteers a significant challenge. Ail agreed that highly 

skilled and dedicated tutors, and those with respectful 

approaches, whether community-based or peer, would be a 

positive addition to the school. 

The Manitoba Task Force on Literacy (1989) recommended - 
paying volunteer coordinators in literacy programs where 

peer tutoring or volunteer training was part of the literacy 

program (p . 6) . 

Tutors: Peer 

Formal peer tutoring (prisoner to prisoner) occurred in 

two of the sites. Informal tutoring appeared to happen 

naturally in four of the institutions where it was 

facilitated by seating. The choosing of a peer t u to r  was 

deemed an important task in prison. In addition to issues 

such as security, teachers were aware that effective 

literacy tutors needed an empowerment approach and were 

sensitive to adult learning issues. 

At Rockwood recently, six inside tutors took training 

from a Winnipeg-based tutoring program. One teacher 

indicated that the peer tutor was invaluable providing the 

inmates could tutor "without dominating." She added, 



Many men think oh yes theyrre s m a r t  and they811 corne 
and lick 'em into shape and they811 tell t h e m  what to 
do. We11 that's not the type of tutor you want. 

Oveall. tutoring was viewed as an important activity which, 

to be effective, needed the investment of resources and 

Reasons for Attendhg School in Prison 

This study found that reasons for school attendance in 

prison were as varied as were the individuals themselves. 

information obtained in the focus groups indicated that the 

primary two reasons for attending school included "a fresh 

startu and "a positive place to be," This revealed that the 

school was largely an affirming place for those who wanted 

Information obtained £ r o m  the individual interviews 

regarding reasons for attending school differed slightly 

from that of the focus groups. Most notably, the information 

gathered £rom the groups affirmed the importance of a 

positive environment while the data from individual 

interviews was more related to specific personal educational 

goals. The table 3 presents data £ r o m  individual interviews 

and provides insight into the reasons why individuals 

attended school in prison (Please see table 3 ) -  



Table 3 

Reasons for Attending School in Prison 

Reason 1: A Freeh Start 

Several of the students who participated in this 

project described childhoods fraught with abuse and/or 

neglect. Their attempts to cope with this situation àrained 

their mental and creative energies. For them, school w a s  

well dom on t h e i r  list of priorities in chilàhood. Survival 

was foremost. As one individual revealed, "1 was never 

t aught  about my culture when 1 was young cause 1 started 

very early t o  get off the path." Another individual said, 



"ln school 1 am getting focused on changing my life 

totally ... gotta start a life somewhere or IfIl end up back 
on the street again." Another student confirmed, "Being in 

here, going to school, taking the programs. 1 found out a 

lot about myself, the relationships that 1 had affected." 

Prison students w e r e  similar to community adult 

learners who, in the process of furthering their education, 

began dealing with sensitive personal issues. These issues, 

if left untouched, continued to affect the ability of the 

student to make progress. For this reason, several students 

indicated that taking other kinds of programs in prison 

could help an individual move f r o m  a paralysing past to an 

unlimited future. The following story emphasizes this: 

1 started pretty early. 1 was 13 years old when 1 left 
home. My dad w a s  never there for us so 1 started living 
a lie. . .. It doesnf t hurt for me to Say this any more 
'cause Ifve dealt with it. My dad he raped my morn,.. 
Nine months later 1 popped ozt so 1 wasnft conceived 
out of love or anything. 1 found that out when 1 was 13 
and thatfs w h e n  al1 my problems started. So 1 kind of 
tended to rub it in the wrong way too with my farnily 
everyday. 1 got hack at him in my way. 1 had a lot of 
anger . 
Lisa Hobbs Birnie compiled research as part of her work 

as a member of the National Parole Board- According to Paul 

(1991), she discovered, 

Abuse is often part of the upbringing of those who end 
up in jail. She kept a tally of the family and social 
history of al1 the people between the ages of 18 and 40 
she interviewed as a member of the Parole Board. She 
discovered that 78% had been IWcruelly abusedN when they 
were Young (p. 3 O )  . 
For the following student, prison was a place of 



rediscovery. He had been in school in prison for a full year 

and, through a process of self discovery, he unlocked his 

learning potential. He asserted, 

(Student) : 1 corne f r o m  a background where there was a 
lot of booze - there was a lot of drinkinq. 
Rediscovery, about myself personally was one of the 
greatest things in this place. 1 am looking to get 
somewhere with education now. But before, 1 wasnft 
really into it. 
(RL) : And that's been because youfve been in school and 
you realized the different possibilities. 
(Student) :Possibilities, exactly. 

Several of the students indicated that they were 

affiliated with or a member of a gang in the community. This 

association can play an portentous role in an individualrs 

life. One former street gang m e m b e r  stated, 

(Student) : I m stubborn. I came here and I ' rn thinking, 
"Hey if 1 get into this school 1'11 just go with them 
or whatever." But the thing is in the class they ask 
you questions and then they have individual one-on-one, 
you know. So that's when they really get to know you 
... you know what 1 m e a n  and 1 just said, Wey, you 
know 1 want to change myself. You know 1 want to learn. 
1 want to finish. Ir . . . You try putting on that mask for 
a while and Say, Wey you know 1'11 act the way they 
want me too. But, you know, after a while you have to 
learn. Itfs al1 up to you. 
(RL) : 1 hope you have a lot of success when you get 
out . 
(Student):Well you know 1 want have a lot of success 
cause this is changing me. Ifm growing up and now is 
the time, now is the time for it. 1 could still be 
around some of my old friends. Maybe not al1 of them, 
but 1 have a few that are positive and 1 need the 
positive more you know. ... The positive one's. Those 
are the ones that are going to be with me cause theyfre 
going to be my anchor. 
(RL) : 'Sounds like youf re really focused on what you 

w a n t  . 
(Student) :Yeah, 1 know what 1 want . 
For several individuals, addressing "lifeU issues 



helped create a stable environment in which to leam. Some 

became interested and ready for school in prison after they 

had begun working to resolve other important life issues 

with the help of an interested teacher or other staff 

m e m b e r .  The help of genuine and caring program counsellor 

helped one individual begin to consider school as a positive 

option. Others, too, reflected on the help of a counsellor 

who had taken a special interest in them. The following 

comment of one student demonstrated this: 

(Student):I used to w a n t  to beat al1 the guards. 
(a): You've found some peace about i t ?  
(Student) :Oh yeah. Like with (name of counsellor) 
there, He told me to smarten up. Like whenever 1 have a 
problem he gives me a lecture about it first. Then he 
tells me to think about things. 1 used to blame myself 
for that but now like (name of counsellor) said. Itrs 
not your problern. It was never your problem. So 1 see 
it that way now .., It doesnft bother me as much as it 
did. I find it interesting because that guy there leads 
the cog group (Cognitive Skills Program). ... Yeah 1 
talk to him, eh. Hers like my (pause) , 
(RL) : Counsellor? 
(Student) :Yeah. Something like that. 
(RL) : Mentor? 
(Student):Well, 1 consider him my white elder. He gives 
me advice. He gives me shit once in awhile. Pardon my 
'french' . 
Another individual discussed the importance of 

discovering his aboriginal culture and its positive impact 

on his life. He stated, 

(Student):I1ve taken a readiness program working on our 
anger and emotions and inner child. The readiness is 
lead by an aboriginal person. He does the sweats too. 

For rnany students, school itself was a brand new 

experience, a new way of relating to sorneone in "authorityn 



and a brand new w a y  of doing things - a fresh start. 

Reason 2: Positive P l a c e  to Be 

This study learned that confidence was built with 

achievement and, in tum, achievement was fostered by a 

positive and respectful environment. Several students 

admitted that they chose school just as a "place to be." 

Once in school however, they found the environment rewarding 

and conducive to learning. According to one student, 

(Student) :It wasnrt really my first choice to come into 
this school program, but I t m  here now. The first day 
getting d o m  here to school 1 thought 1 was on the 
street. I couldntt believe it. It's like something 1 
wasnft accustomed to since 1 got into jail here. 'Cause 
when 1 hear somebody down here Say, "Hi. Hel10 how is 
your day? How was your lunch?I1 1 couldnft believe it. 
It was like a breath of fresh air ... 1 have to pinch 
myself . 1 said, IvYeah this is real. . . . It' s a lot 
different, these people are so nice. 

Several students spoke passionately about how their 

level of self esteem improved over time because of 

accomplishments within the positive environs of the class. 

Some were surprised at how easily learning came. One student 

stated, I1It's the whole self-esteem thing. If you can get 

it, it'll make a big difference.Ir Another claimed, " I f m  

gonna be somebody, eh, somebody important." Others stated, 

(Student):School is definitely a positive environment 
... not thinking of scams or nothing." ... Ifm just 
cranking out the numbers now! ... Actually my word 
speed's going up pretty good. Every week 1 usually get 
one or two more words in there per minute up on the 
average but the fastest and the most accurate Ifve 
typed is 30 words per minute with 100% accuracy. ... 1 
began at zero here. 1 improved m y  reading. 1 did al1 by 



myself. 'Actually proud of myself that way. ... 1 just 
picked up a book and said 1% smart." 

One individual, who had dropped out of school in his 

adolescence, was brimming with confidence during the 

interview. It seemed as though everything he touched 

(educationally) was turning to " g ~ l d . ~  Others were bolstered 

by increased typing speed, reading, math, or writing skills. 

This study found that teachers were intentional about 

creating the safety and positive atmosphere necessary for 

adult learning to occur. Students recognized this é f fo r t  

which is reflected i n  th i s  student's comment, "Teachers are 

positive. Thatrs why most go to school. In here we're 

dealing with guys who are trying to leam." The following 

quote emphasized the difference between school and other 

settings in prison: 

(Student) :I was working in the kitchen and then 1 quit 
that job because people w e r e  bugging me about my crime 
and stuff, eh. But 1 feel okay in here. 

Reason 3: Part o f  a Caee Plan 

For some students, especially those with very little or 

no formal education, the stated reason for attending school 

was that it was part of their "case plan.t1 In some 

instances, a case management officer may have recommended 

participation in school. School attendance, became part of a 

"correctional p1an.I' 

Students, however, were often candid about the fact 



that their positive goals were sometimes incongruous with 

the case plan implemented by a Case Manager or CMOI. Many 

indicated a need to feel they had some control over changes 

which were occurring to them. Prisoners had relatively 

little control over their external environment and, 

therefore, control over persona1 change became important. 

Students confirmed that the most effective teachers or 

Case Management Officers were those who were able to step 

back when the adult leaner claimed persona1 success. The 

choice to change, however, always remained with the 

prisoner. According to one student, 

(Student):Case management didn't ask me to take Eanger 
management], 1 took it on my own. We have correctional 
plans-which programs should suit you and which ones you 
should do in order to get parole. But basically 1 do my 
own thing. 1 know what I need and 1 am going for it. 
(RL) : Like school? 
(Student) :Yeah. Like school. 

Reason 4: nSomething to doa 

Being subjected to prison routines and structures was 

described as monotonous and confining by some students. They 

related that school could be a way out of their l~houseu to 

break up the monotony of the day. Some indicated that school 

simply provided them with something to do. The following 

comments reflect this sentiment: 

1 get enjoyment. ... Free coffee. ... It kills the. 
... I'm out of my cell. ... Helps me get up, 'get 
through the day. 

Of al1 the students interviewed, only one student 
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indicated that his primary motive for remaining in school 

was the money. He said, "1 get $3 a day. I've been trying to 

quit school since 1 got in here, but 1 just keep staying.Ir 

Reason 5 :  Self Affirming 

Prison environments are rife with put doms. Because of 

this, prisoners search out people and places which would 

build confidence, joy, and hope. For many, simply the 

ability to spend an afternoon reading or writing without 

fear, noise or intimidation was affirming. According to 

several students, attending school was a way of doing 

something positive or true for oneself. For some, changing a 

criminal mind to a positive mind was identified as self 

affirming. One individual stated, 

My education is my most important goal. It is important 
t o  get my education by myself. ... Irve been a failure 

al1 rny l i fe .  ... It is important not to let things upset you 
that can take you off track or that. 

Another student recognized the importance of giving 

himself a second chance to improve his personal 

circumstances. He said, 

I want a head start in life again. This is the second 
time around. I t  took me ten years to straighten out. 1 
was fourteen when 1 got into trouble. 1 gotta smarten 
up. At last Ifm free f r o m  alcohol and drugs. 1'11 have 
one year's sobriety next week but thatts just being in 
here . 
The first step to self affirmation for some prisoners 

was to get out of a rut. Some spoke enthusiastically about 

ending a cycle they had been on for too long. The following- 



comments of a prisoner who decided to forego a chance to get 

parole in order to address his issues depicts this well. 

The reason why 1 mentioned death is because death 
affected my life a great deal. My brother passed away. 
He got stabbed. That was in 19 and 19- and 1 drank 
for  five years. 1 said fuck it71t affected my life a 
great deal. 1 donrt even remember 19 19-. Blurred 
you know. D r u n k .  Put myself in situasons where 1 could 
get killed myself but 1 survived. Therets a different 
purpose for me you know. Thatrs when 1 first started 
going to jail eh. It has been positive reassuring. For 
instance, it gave me a n e w  purpose in life. ... the 
kind of responsibilities that corne along with being who 
1 am as a native person. ... 1 was a gang m e m b e r  before 
too. Now 1 dropped out by myself. ... 1% supposed to 
be going up on full parole ... but 1 signed ie away 
because 1% not ready. ... The Warden asked me that 1 
should do this for him- 1 said 1 canrt do it. 1 told 
h i m  straight out, '1% not going to do nothing for 
you.' He asked me, 'why?'. 'cause if 1 do something for 
you 1% not doing it for myself.' If 1 want something 
done it has to be for myself, not for anybody but 
myself . ' 

Reason 6 :  Specific Goals 

This research found that individuals had practical and 

specific reasons for attending school in prison. Some were 

practical about the fact that a jail term leaves a "gapN in 

one's resume, especially when one is in prison for more than 

one year. Some specific goals of students included re- 
.Ir*- - 

evaluation of skills, f inishing graag 12, furthering 

training/GED, getting that job which eluded one previously 

and learning English. One student indicated, 

1 like to work on cars and, like, in a garage theyrll 
only hire you if you have a mechanicrs license or a 
certificate and 1 donrt have one so this would be a 
step to getting that. I really thought about it. 1 like 
it as a hobby. But then 1 started t o  think 1 could 



actually do that for the rest of my life. 

Reason 7 :  Parole / T e m p o r w  Abseaca (TA) / Early Release 

Upon arriva1 in prison, each prisoner is made a w a r e  of 

his or her release date. Prisoners are, of course, eligible 

for early forms of release such as parole. The granting of 

parole depends on several factors including institutional 

conduct, willingness to address "criminogenic factorsu, a 

viable release plan, and, among other things, the level of 

support in the community. This study found that some 

students worked hard to get parole while others were less 

interested, Constant discussion and attention paid to 

release dates caused increased anxiety for prisoners. 

ïnterestingly, students rarely raised the topic of 

parole or early release during the interviews. More 

frequently, students raised the topic of release to infonn 

me that they would forego a favourable parole in order to 

continue working on their own identified issues. Those men 

who had made significant self discoveries and appeared 

motivated to learn more about their issues while in prison, 

w e r e  generally less concerned about release dates. 

Reason 8: "For my Childrena 

Many students in prison expressed that they have young 

children attending their own school. For some, this was a 

rerninder of past school experience which was unsuccessful. - 



One student explained that his two young children were the 

primary reason to get his "life back." He chose school as a 

means to accomplish this goal. He asserted, "If I lost my 

kids 1 would quit trying and that's all." Another indicated, 

"1 am taking this class to be a better parent for my son." 

And another stated, "It sort of boosts the kids if you can 

know the answer. If [daughter or son] is going to ask a 

question and you donrt know the answer he'll Say, "How corne 

you didn't learn it? Why am I supposed to learn it?!" 

Reason 9:  Altrruisin 

As indicated earlier, school was an opportunity for 

some to become more aware of the issues around them. Some 

believed that education was a way of improving conditions in 

one's home community, One student said, 

My goal is to help others. To go to school to educate 
myself. Learn how to, like, talk to people about my 
life story. Especially younger people, eh. Most of my 
friends on my reserve they've been sexually abused and 
they have a hard time coping with it. 1 lost about 
three of my friends on count of suicides. They couldnft 
handle it or talk to anyone about it because they 
didnft know what they w e r e  feeling. They weren't really 
good in English and that's why 1 like to educate myself 
more and learn how to Say the words. One of my goals is 
to be a [youth] counsellor. I don't have to get paid. 

For another student, school w a s  a means of allowing him 

to address political issues in his home community. He said, 

Well further on dom the line I guess 1 plan on running 
for Council on the reserve. 
(RL) : What motivates you to do that . 
Well If ve seen too much. Like, even though I'm always 
in jail, 1 hear about my reserve. The chief and council 



are always playing with money. Corruption. They don't 
look at their people. They look at themselves. The 
people need somebody that will ta lk  for them. 

Words were viewed as a powerful agent f o r  change. 

Reason 10: Recommendation of Peer(6) 

Most of us asked others when shopping for a college or 

place to get prafessional help. People in prison also asked 

one another about the integrity of programs, counsellors or 

school. Several individuals said they started attending 

school because they heard good reviews about the teacher and 

the school from a student. 

Reason 11: General Intereet 

While some students had specif ic objectives such as 

completing their GED or obtaining a literacy certificate, 

others were less goal oriented. Some simply expressed a 

general interest in computers or reading. This was more 

often the case with individuals who had not been in school 

fox more than one month. 

Reaeon 12: Peaceful Setting 

This study found that school within the prison offered 

students a tranquil setting in an otherwise disruptive 

environment. One student compared it to a church-like 

setting while another said, "Its peaceful in here." Anocher 

said,"One word? Hospitality!" 
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Sunnuary of Reaaons 

As this research discovered, the reasons for attending 

school are numerous and varied for prisoners and choices to 

attend school were based on a variety of factors. The 

research of these five sites found that, once students began 

school, they w e r e  generally greeted by an environment which 

facilitated learning. An adjustment period was necessary for 

students but, once settled. many set realistic goals for 

their release- 

School-Related Goals Upon Release 

Data gathered £ r o m  the interviews provided insight into 

the goals which students in prison set  for release (Exhibit 

3). These goals. which cut across socio-economic boundaries, 

are the same goals for which perhaps the majority of 

Canadians strive. 

Phase II of the research proposes to contact each 

individual who participated in the first phase of the 

research to determine whether they achieved the goals which 

they set in prison. 

Exhibit 3 provides the reader with a brief description 

of release goals as identified by students. The purpose of 

phase II of this research will be to measure the success of 

student's release goals and factors leading to this success. 



Factors Influencing 

Success Upoa Release 

The li~erature 

review indicated that 

Martinson's articulation 

of the "nothing worksw 

postulation has 

influenced U.S. penal 

programming. While it is  

true that prison 

education has largely 

continued in both the 

U.S. and Canada, factors 

determining the success 

of programming was 

largely baçed upon 

recidivism as the primary 

indicator. This study has 

chosen largely t o  address 

prisoner- identified 

fac tors  related t o  

success upon release 

abüity to continue to leam 
education / better job 

beüer equipped for whatever 
better m e  
better performance 
business course 
change I renewal in direction 
coflege, civil engineering 
computers 
confidence, joy, or self-esteem 
continue dohg what I'm doing in here 
contractor 
courses: carpentry 
finish grade 12 
f'ûrther training 
G. E. D., honest grade 10 
pet a job 
get a job 1 c m  like 
higher education 
impmve conditio11~ on reserve 
impmve quality of life 
more o p p o ~ t i e s  
prrperrd ta take 300 subjects 
teclurorogy 
upgrading 
derstaadmg 
University entrance 

ra ther  than to choose recidivism as the measure of success 

for prisoners.  The comments of students clearly indicated 

t h a t  the  cycle of imprisonment had as much or more to do 

with persona1 growth and maturity as it had to do with 



criminogenic factors a£fecting re tm to prison. 

In the focus groups, individuals identified factors 

which would influence success of reaching literacy-related 

goals upon release. Then they voted for the three factors 

which they believed would most influence the achievement of 

their goals. In total, fifty-seven men participated in the 

focus group voting. 

The results of the focus groups clearly indicated that 

there was one key factor which students believed would 

influence the success of school-related goals upon release. 

The foremost factor was positive petaonal motivation. 

Seventy-nine per cent of students chose persona1 motivation 

as a prirnary factor affecting the achievement of their goals 

upon release (See Table 4 ) .  Prisoners identified several 

other factors which would influence the success of prison- 

related goals. The three which were of secondary importance 

included family support, drinking/drugs, and 

money/employment. This paper will now examine these factors 

in more detail. 

Positive Attitude / Pereonal Motivation (45/57) 

Students advised that a positive mind set, self- 

motivation and perseverance were absolutely essential to 

achieving goals which they set for release. Awareness of 

personal strengths and limitations, dedication, confidence, 

and personal respect were defined as ingredients for a 



Table 4 

Factors Influencing Succees 



positive attitude for students. In part, this resolve of 

students appeared to be in response to factors out of their 

control such as availability of drugs or alcohol and the 

negative comments of friends and family. One individual 

stated, 

1 know one thing thatrs really going to help me reach 
rny goal is self-motivation cause P m  a fairly happy go 
lucky kind of guy.  But when 1 get down 1 get d o m  so 
itrs good to keep the engines running as high as 
possible too, you know. get the maximum achievernent. My 
self motivation's gone up sincs Irve gone to jail which 
is kind of strange ... because Irm taking this class. 
You know I can only go up from this point on so I t m  
actually feeling quite good. 

Several individuals believed that a positive attitude 

would be the main factor to keep them focused on their 

goals - 

You know, I think thatrs mostly the goal of everybodyrs 
life. To have a plan to better yourself ... a positive 
outlook. ... Without a plan, if you're going to go and 
just attack life having no particular direction like 1 
used to. Then you start to get - 1 guess - confused on 
where yourre going, where you've been. 1 have a plan so 
that if other things start to put themselves in the way 
then 1'11 just have to integrate them in the plan and 
try to work it out best as I can. 

Several compared their past school failures to their 

current school success noting that their motivation would be 

much different as a result of their most recent school 

experience. One individual stated, 

I've always had trouble at school. 1 finally figured 
that out. Now I ' m  motivated to do school here. It's 
going pretty good. You know 1 decided that 1 need to 
get my grade 12. 

For sorne, nurturing a positive attitude was seen as a . 



wonderful gift to oneself upon release. A student asserted, 

If you got a shitty attitude and yourre expecting 
things to be handed to you and stuff like that and not 
willing to sacrifice anything to get it then yourre 
going to run into difficulties. 1 think that8s probably 
the most important thing is if you have a positive 
attitude and donrt let everything get to you. Like 
don8t be overwhelmed by al1 these little problems when 
they happen. 

Self initiative was viewed as not only important for 

success upon release but also as a necessary ingredient to 

achieving success inside. According to one student, 

Yeah, well 1 noticed months there passing by.'Here sign 
this. There goes my day parole. Here sign this. There 
goes my full parole. Here sign this. There goes my .... 
1 got sick of it and decided to do something for 
myself. C u t  the bu11 shit and do something, eh. It's 
for you. 1 did this school thing on my own. Kind of 
done it the hard way in a way. 

Family Support ( 2 5 / 5 7 )  

Almost half of the students who participated in the 

focus gruups acknowledged the importance of family as being 

one of the most important factors for their success upon 

release. During the individual interviews the topic of 

families and family support dominated the discussions. For 

many, unresolved family issues, paat abuse, and uncertainty 

of future support w e r e  foremost concerns. These feelings 

were epitomised by the following student's assertion, 

Now I f m  trying to Say, yeah, 1 love you and whatever. 1 
was wrong. 1% trying to get on to a roller coaster 
with her. Get that thing 1 need from my father. It8s 
really hard on me so sometimes 1 donrt cal1 her. 
Nobody's ever come and seen me in jail. The only person 
who ever come and seen me was - 1 was very proud of him 
- was rny dad my personal dad and 1 didn't see him since 



1 was t w o  so 1 was proud of that. He came to see me in 
j a i l .  

Prisoners found it difficult to maintain community- 

based relationships with any degree of emotional depth. 

Several individuals noted that they simply put their 

relationships with partners or family on hold because of the 

emotional energy required to sustain those relationships. 

Re-establishing a supportive relationship was identified as 

a potentially difficult task upon return to one's community. 

One student stated, 

1 don8t have a girlfriend. 1 did before I came in here- 
1 j u s t  to ld  her 1 donrt want to get involved with 
anybody behind bars and then she just lef t .  What's the 
use in getting into a relationship here and then she 
ends up screwing around and stuff. 1'11 be sitting here 
al1 mad and j u s t  make my time harder and getting in 
fights- That8s what 1 told her and she couldn8t 
understand it. 

According to one student, his mother's trust will be 

important to re-establish because of the invaluable support 

she provided to him in the past. He reflected, 

So 1 find that she is having a hard time dealing w i t h  who 
1 am now than 1 was before. Shefs having a hard time to 
accept the fact that 1 donr t drink anymore and that I 
don' t smoke any more so that s probably why she always 
asks me if 18m drunk or not, eh. Itr s going to take a lot 
to gain that trust back sometimes 1 wonder why she 
trusted me and why 1 treated them with disrespect. Now 
that I8 m straight, they don8 t trust me. But it doesn' t 
bother me. 1 can understand it, eh. Each night 1 go to 
bed 1 pray and 1 do my s w e e t  grass and 1 thank my creator 
that 1 am in prison. It gave me a chance to look at my 
life. You know, if 1 wasn8t in prison, if 1 wasnrt 
charged with (offense) , I r  d probably be six f eet 
underground or probably be doing life twenty f ive and 
life cause thatrs just  the way 1 was. 1 didn8t care. 



Another ma j or factor influencing success of students ' 

release goals was alcohol and drug abuse. Several indicated 

that alcohol and drugs will play a major role influencing the 

success of goals for many upon release. It was evident that 

the students involved in this study were aware of their 

problems with alcohol and drug issues. As one individual 

stated, 

With al1 the information that 1 ' ve received so f ar (about 
drug/alcohol treatment) 1 know more about it ndw. 1 would 
take it on my own cause 1 didn't really know about the 
effects of drugs before. Al1 1 knew before was smoking 
and getting high made me feel good and you know 18ve 
never been to a program before- You know 1 never had a 
boost or sotnebody saying maybe you should get help like 
has happened here. Right now 1 know what it does and it 
not only hurt me, like it hurt my family as well. 

Another individual was candid about his need ta address 

this issue, 

The only people that dontt use in my family are older 
than 1 am. Like years older. 1 have to get off alcohol 
and drugs first in order for me to deal with my problems 
and if 1 donf t deal with my problems man, 1 ' m just coming 
back again. 

Students were practical about factors influencing their 

success. Nearly al1 students realized the importance of 

"cleantr money to reaching their goals. Some, whose goals were 

furthering their education, had already established contact 

with community resources such as student aid and wexe aware of 

needs such as transportation and housing costs. According to 

one student, "Work is important. 1 mean it also gets me .a 
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little extra money and plus something to do, keeps me busy and 

out of trouble," 

Pre judice (13 /57 1 

Many students were keenly aware that other people's 

attitudes toward Nex-consn would be a factor in reaching goals 

such as employment. Most prisoners were fully aware of the 

fact that a prison record was stigmatizing. During the focus 

groups and individual interviews students related incidents of 

pre j udice, "put downs " , and racism. As well , they acknowledged 

a need to re-establish trust in relationships upon return to 

the community . 

Friends (10/57) 

The support of friends was identified as an important 

source of support upon release. For some, their primary 

interaction with friends in the community was criminal in 

nature. The transition to f riends understanding and support ive 

of education-related goals was identified as pivotal for some. 

Living skills ( 8 / 5 7 )  

Readjustment to community life was identified as a 

significant challenge for unassertive individuals and those 

who have difficulty meeting persona1 basic needs. Several 

students recognized their need to improve in this area. One 

individual said he would approach a community organization to 



help his re-integration into the community, He said, 

My room mate got a pass to the YMCA from John Howard, . .. 
That would help out a l o t  - 1 was thinking about that . We 
were talking about getting a rnembership there. 

The men participating in this research were principally 

between the ages of twenty and thirty.  For many, a healthy 

nurturing childhood was not part of their development, and 

prison was where they "grew up . This newfound maturity was 

identified as new support upon release. According to one 

individual, 

1 donf t know if itrs my age or whatever. It just sort of 
al1 started making sense and 1 wanted to change or 
something. . . . Irve leamed more in the last year than 1 
did in my whole life. Well not my whole life, but 1 mean 
since 1 was about 14. 

The following lengthy dialogue provided insight into the 

maturity of one individual: 

(Student) :I1ve learned a lot about myself in here and 
learned a lot about life sort of in here and just how one 
sided my life was before. It was al1 self, like for 
instant self-gratification ... just partying and things 
like that. . . Now 1 started looking at life in a 
different way and how 1 should have some kind of a 
balance between like having a career like and having tirne 
with my family and time for recreation. 
(RL):What gave you that insight? What led you to that? 
(Student) : 1 don' t know . It was j ust like an awakening for 
me. Somehow it j u s t  al1 clicked together for me. You 
know, like before 1 had no real concept or nothing like 
1 never even thought of it. Just programs from here and 
things like that. Something somebody will Say and al1 of 
a sudden it j us t  clicks for you. When 1 got arrested like 
that was an eye opener for me too. Right like a couple 
years ago two or three years back 1 probably never 
thought 1' d be here. Like here 1 am. It can happen so 
quick. I donlt know it's just greater insight into 



yourself and into your motivations like why you do 
certain things you know and jus t  being able to understand 
that helps a lot. . . . 1 didnf t really care . 1 had no 
goals or anything like that, thatr s probably the biggest 
di£ f erence I notice is having goals. . . . I was really not 
concerned about the future at all. 

Educational Setting ( 8 / 5 7 )  

Eight of the students who had identified clear 

educational goals asserted the importance of having an 

educational setting in the community which would be as 

support ive as the school they were currently attending in 

prison. Some who were returning to remote northern comrnunities 

had very little hope of furthering their formal studies. On 

the other hand, there were some signs of hope for individuals 

who came £rom native communities which had positive and 

supportive schooling in place. A recent United Nations study 

stated, 

The importance of continuity between education within the 
prison system and education as part of a social 
reinsertion after release, can hardly be overstated. ... 
The importance of follow-up is becoming more widely 
recognized (Sutton, 1992, p. 44)  . 

Jobe/Education: External Factor8 ( 6 / 5 7 )  

For prisoners the daily recognition that there were many 

things beyondtheir control contributed to inner emancipation. 

Students who had the wisdom to recognize those things which 

were within their control and those things which were not 

appeared to take greater responsibility for persona1 issues. 
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Recognition of w h a t  could not be controlled was a liberating 

experience for many students. 

Achieving Formal Standing (4/57) 

The ability to achieve a formal educational standing such 

as a GED or Grade 12 prior to release was seen as an important 

accomplishment for several students. In addition to "opening 

doorsN, several stated that it would add confidence upon 

release . 

Counselling / Public Education (4/57) 

T h r e e  men indicated that, although they had already been 

granted parole, they w e r e  not going to accept it because they 

believed they were not ready for release. For them, the 

counselling or programming which they began in prison was 

worth continuing. They 

positive growth. These 

about being finding and 

release . 

Prison-Related Problamn 

Some individuals 

recognized a need to continue this 

individuals were relatively anxious 

maintaining quality counselling upon 

and Setbacke (1157) 

indicated that they encountered 

unwarranted put doms and racist comments £rom a handful of 

prison guards. Provincial prisoners, in particular, appeared 

to be more deeply affected by these prison-related setbacks. 
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R e m a h h g  Crime Pree (1/57) 

The ability to stay away from friends or family who were 

actively involved in crime was identif ied as an important task 

in order ta succeed i n  the  community. Interestingly, only one 

individual identified t h i s  factor as important to succeeding 

at his goals. According t o  most individuals, maintaining a 

positive mind set enabled them to remain crime f r e e .  More 

emphasis was placed on having a positive mind set. 

Culture Religion and Health (1/57) 

Culture, religion, and health, while occupying a 

signif icant amount of time in group and individual discussion, 

also received only one vote. Several individuals indicated 

that prison became the place in which they discovered their 

culture and traditions. Most individuals who had made this 

discovery noted that it would be of support to them upon 

return to their home community. One individual stated, 

1 need to continue with my spirituality, attending 
meetings, counselling and talking with the elders. ... 
The spcrituality is based on eve+hing. It means sitting 
in a healing lodge with elders, talking. 

Other Factors 

Several other  factors were identified during t h e  group 

sessions. These other  factors which would influence success 

upon release included having a Narcoticfs Anonymous or 

Alcoholicfs Anonymous sponsor, community supports, 
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connections, things beyond one's control such as the death of 

f amily member , red tape , and burea~cracy'~ . One individual 
requested, rn Cal1 me whenever and see how 1 ' m doing . rn H e  added, 

"It helps to have someone check up on me. It'll be like 

somebody's watching out for you besides your parents and 

stuff. Like ... you know they811 always be there. It'll make 
me try harder to stay out there." 

Summociry of Factors Iafluencing Succesa 

The interviews indicated that individuals believe 

persona1 motivation is an important determinant which 

influences success upon release. Students related that the 

support of families, awareness of alcohol and drug issues and 

employment or financial support were important factors to 

achieving success. 

For many, their tirne in prison provided a chance to 

mature and identify lifers goals and direction. Some made use 

of correctional programs to help examine persona1 issues. Many 

of the students claimed to have made positive connections with 

someone else in prison. Often this positive connection was 

with a teacher. 

Recidivism was not the determinant of success in this 

study although most research regarding released prisoners 

measures it . This study discovered that several of the samile 
in fact returned to prison for a second or third terni of 

imprisonment. This return, in many cases was deemed by 
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students not so much as failure but as a chance to reassess, 

g r o w ,  build personal confidence, and set more realistic goals 

for  the present and the future. 
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CaAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this practicum was to practice skills 

necessary to conduct research within prison. Fourth-generation 

evaluation methodology, while not commonly used in prison 

education research, was implernented in this practicum. 

Students and teachers generally welcorned the chance to provide 

input into the process and 

Research methodology 

(1987) f ourth-generation 

was guided by Guba and Lincoln8 s 

evaluation which advances value 

pluralism, stakeholder constructions, fairness, merit and 

worth, and negotiation, Toward this end, interviews with 

primary stakeholders - students and teachers - were 

qualitative. Information for this practicum report was 

obtained through review of the literature, focus group 

discussions, inf ormal observation of classroom act ivity , 

individual interviews with students, and personal contact and 

intenriews with £ive teachers. 

Full attention was given to the fact that this research 

was in prison, with individuals who have less formal power 

than others. In the case of this  study, the researcher's 

objective was to give voice to students and teachers . Because 
this study was conducted by a non-profit organization with a 

community-based board and financially supported from the 

National Literacy Secretariat and local resources it enabled 

the stakeholders greater input and ownership of the research. 

Information was shared with students and teachers, in 
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part, through the focus group meetings. Follow-up meetings 

with stakeholders is planned for 1997/98 with the intention of 

providing each with a complete copy of the report and an 

opportunity to tespond to the findings. 

Overall, the findings indicate that prison is foremost a 

place for punishment. The schools in this study were viewed as 

safe and respectful environments which affirmed studentfs 

capacity t o  learn. The creative energy of teachers in prison 

directly impacted the school environment. Al1 the prisoners in 

this study set goals for their release. The primary factor 

in£ luencing their success upon release was personal motivation 

and positive thinking. Supportive f amilies, awareness of 

alcohol and drug issues and financial resources were also seen 

as important factors t o  achieving success. 

For many, time in prison has been used to mature and 

identify life's goals and direction. Some made use of 

correctional programs to help examine their issues while 

others made a positive comection with someone else in prison 

- usually a teacher. 

As noted above, recidivism was not the determinant of 

success or failure in this study, For sorte, the return to 

prison was viewed not so much as a failure but as a chance to 

reassess , grow, build personal confidence, and set more 

realistic goals for the present and the future. The specific 

research methodology of this practicum provided an opportunity 

for students, teachers, and this writer to document and 
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understand this issue more fully. 

Return to the community will likely occur for al1 

participants in this study prior  to March 1998. Release brings 

with it a variety of feelings and thoughts - optimism, fear, 

hope, apprehension, new dreams, etc. For some of the students, 

their goals have been cultivated, in large part, because of a 

positive school experience in prison, For several students 

this was , sadly, the f irst positive school experience they 

had . 
For the most part, teachers and students at the five 

sites were observed to be making the most of their time 

together in prison -teachers facilitating safety and respect 

in the classroom and students making positive educational 

gains. The f ollowing itemized  conclusions tt of teachers and 

students reflect important learning of  this study. 

CONCLUSIONS OF TEA-RS 

Conclusion 1 : Eetablish/Maintain a Saf e and Positive 

Eaviroameat 

The level to which prisoners feel safety and trust within 

the prison school will directly have an impact on the 

studentrs learning which may occur. Teachers are fully aware 

of the reality of prison life and of the need to establish 

safety in order for learning goals to be accomplished. 

Lawrence (1990) reminds us that education within a prison is 

a way of providing hope in  the face  of despair. Prison . 
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education is about affirming the value of the lives of the 

people who choose to be in school (p. 148). 

Conclusion 2 :  Maintain Pelrsonal B ~ t l l l d a r i e s  

Testing is reci~rocal in school. Teachers can be expected 

to be tested frequently in prisons and in some instances, this 

testing comes from prison staff as well as students. 

Maintenance of professional and persona1 boundaries at al1 

times is important; 

Conclusion 3:  T r u s t  

emotional survlval depends upon it. 
* 

Moves Mountains 

Teachers stated that it is impossible to be al1  things to 

al1 people at al1 times- One of the inevitable consequences of 

being a trusted teacher is that the student rnay decide to 

develop trust in others and be trusted by others. Trust 

established in the prison may carry into the community where 

learning may be continued. 

Conclusion 4: Be Aware of Release Issuea For: Priaoners 

Few things are more stressful for the prisoner than 

uncertainty about release dates. This uncertainty rnay cause 

students to become moody and appear uncommitted to their 

school work. Teachers understand these tensions and work with 

them for student gain. Teachers are also a w a r e  that their 

reports on student' s progress regarding parole or early 

release may directly affect the future of .e student' s lif e.'. 
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Conclusion 5: Addrees Issues o f  Juetice 

Teachers continue to expose racism and other injustices 

through school pro j ects thereby empowering individuals t o  take 

control of those things which are controllable and letting go 

of that which is beyond their control. 

Conclusion 6: Learn To Let Go 

Teachers indicated that, while they have an inclination 

to be supportive and even protective of students, they were 

aware that students will be released one day. They noted that 

it is, therefore, important to establish linkages with caring 

community professionals i n  order to support release goals, 

While this is not a direct part of a teacher's job 

description, in some cases, a timely phone cal1 or community 

connection can help a student reach important goals. 

Conclusion 7: Share Rather Than D i c t a t e  

Much of the literature on adult education advocates for 

high interaction between students. Teachers are aware of this 

and, by empowering students w h i l e  ensuring parameters of 

respect and dignity, teachers offer gifts to students. 

Conclusion 8: T r e a t  Studentr i  With R e s p e c t  and Dignity 

Teachers realize the importance of establishing respect 

and dignity in the classroom. With few exceptions, students 



reciprocate this respect and dignity. As Soifer, Young, and 

Irwin (1987) contend, 

the teaching must be both challenging and non-threatening 
to stimulate interaction within the group and assist 
learners in overcoming self -doubts about their ability to 
learn. . . The ~earning Environment. 
psychological environment should 
respect and offer a contrast 

. . . the physical- 
convey a message 
to the noise 

and 
of 
and 

distractions of the workplace . . . . Ideally, the learning 
centre should be easily accessible to workers, and the 
classroorn should be arcanged so that groups of eight to 
ten adults can work comfortably together around a table 

CONCLUSIONS OF STWDENTS 

Conclusion 1: Take Risks To Learn In The Classroom. 

Students frequently reiterated the fact that the 

opportunity to learn within a supportive environment was 

limited, Taking risks in the school setting encouraged other 

students to take risks also . This research found that teachers 

were supportive of students and did not ridicule or put down 

students for failures or mistakes. 

Conclusion 2: Support Oae Anothet 

Students asserted that a safe learning environment was 

worth protecting. Schoolwas not always respectedor supported 

by other prisoners or staff outside the classroom doors. Thus 

it was important for students to remind one another that al1 

have a role to play in supporting this positive environment. 

Conclusion 3:  Ask For Support 
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Being positive and having an optimistic outlook were 

great starting points for students. However students also 

needed the support of others in order to rea l i ze  goals.  When 

teachers were asked for help, they typically provided it. 

Several have already made valuable contacts for  release 

because they asked the teacher for support upon the ir  release .  

Conclusion 4: Reepect Self and Othere 

Students noted that it was a very positive experience to 

be in the safe and respectful environment of school. Because 

the school was in prison, there was a conscious effort by 

students and teachers to maintain this pos i t ive  environment. 

Students were regularly reminded of this when they walk 

through the doors of the school. The studentrs positive 

attitude was based on self respect - both inside prison and 
upon release. This respect can have a positive effect on 

others, especially on new students. 

SUMMARY 

This pract icum was an attempt to implement fourth- 

generation evaluation rnethodology in the study of prisoner 

education in prisons. Guba and Lincoln (1987) have provided a 

context for research in which the researcher shares the power 

of process, knowledge, and results with stakeholders. This 

power-sharing approach appears to be foreign to current prison 

research. What one often finds in current prison research are 
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quantitative methodology including judgements and 

recommendations which affect prisoners lives directly, but 

which do not afford prisoners with input into the process or 

negotiation of the results. As a result of this, 1 was 

initially questioned by prison administration, teachers and 

prisoners about motives and intended use of the results. 

Perhaps this empowering process was the reason for the 

willingness of prisoners and teachers to provide detailed and 

personal data to this writer on their first and only contact. 

Knowledge which was gained through the implementation of 

literacy research within the prison environment includes, 

among other things, greater awareness of the need for a 

research process which shares power with primary stakeholders . 
This process seemed to allow for greater ownership of the 

issues and a corresponding responsibility to address those 

issues. Current mcorrectionalN programming is based almost 

entirely on cognitive approaches which are devoid of the 

broader social contexts which affect the whole person. Fourth- 

generation evaluation provided stakeholders with the 

opportunity to articulate both the psychological and social 

issues which affect their success upon release- 

The second major goal of this practicum was to develop 

skills as they relate to design and implernentation of literacy 

research with prisoners. The practice of gaining access to 

prisons, engaging the support of teachers and students, and 

qualitative interviewing techniques, were al1 directly related 
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to the development of research skills. Given the nature of the 

interviews, the relative ease with which access to the prisons 

was granted, and the a b i l i t y  to share detailed accounts of 

prisoners lives al1 point to the achievement of the goals of 

this practicum, The findings of the study further attest to 

the achievement of the practicum goals. 

The findings in this study were based prirnarily on focus 

groups sessions and personal interviews at five sites in 

Manitoba and Saskatchewan. In total, fifty-seven students 

participated in the focus groups, forty-eight students 

participated in the individual interviews, and five teachers 

provided information through individual interviews for this 

report. 

Additionally, the findings indicate that literacy 

instructors generally were able create an environment which 

was safe to support adult learning goals. With the support of 

students, teachers were able to accomplish this by rnodelling 

respect to students, utilizing eefective screening, intake and 

normalizing processes for n e w  students , helping students 

establish positive learning goals, and hard work. 

Paradigms of prison education and teacher personalities 

appeared to influence school models and teaching/facilitating 

styles at each of the £ive sites. There were a variety of 

rnodels and program options available to students however the 

greatest percentage of students are involved in Adult Basic 

Education and General Equivalency Diploma (GED) studies. . 



Approxirnately 17.5% of prisoners at the £ive sites were 

involved in school programs. Prisoners enroled in school for 

many of the sarne reasons that community members return to 

school. And, like their literacy student counterparts in the 

community, the gains which were made in school can be 

substantial given the right environment. Prison teachers were 

generally aware of the needs of adult learners and have worked 

hard to ensure a positive learning environment. 

The reality for most students in this study was that they 

had unrewarding pr io r  school experiences. A f t e r  a time in the 

prison school, students had established realistic goals, 

were typically engaged in meaningful adult learning, and had 

a balanced and astute understanding of the factors which would 

influence the success of their release goals. A positive 

attitude was regarded by students as the primary factor 

influencing the of literacy related goals. 

The candour and openness of the students and teachers who 

participated in this qualitative study of five sites provided 

for a useful review of the issue of literacy education in 

prison. 



Guiding Priaciples o f  Fourth-Geaetation Bvaluation 
(Guba and Lincola (1987) 

Principle 1: Conflict,  rather than consensus, must be the 
expected condition in any evaluation taking account of value 
dif f erences 

Principle 2: The technical/descriptive/judgmental processes 
that have completely characterized evaluation practice in the 
past cannot alone deal with partisan discord; some means must 
be invoked to reach an accommodation among different value 
postures. 

Principle 3 : The parties holding dif f erent value postures rnust 
themselves be involved if there is to be any hope of 
accommodation- 

Principle 4: The evaluator is at times a person who must learn 
what the consequences of stakeholders are, w h i l e  recognizing 
that the very act of learning them helps to create those 
constructions. 

Principle 5: The evaluator is at times a teacher who 
communicates the constructions of other stakeholders to each 
stake holding audience, and in the process, clarifies the 
value positions that account for them. 

Principle 6: The evaluator is ethically bound to solicit the 
constructions , claims , concerns, and issues of al1 
identifiable stakeholders, and to clarify the values that 
undergird t hem. 

Principle 7: Equity demands that the evaluator honour al1 
constructions, d a i m s ,  concerns, and issues by collecting 
information that is responsive to them (for examples, 
validates os invalidates them) without regard ta their source 
audience, and to disseminate that information sa that it is 
equally accessible to all. 

Principle 8: The evaluator must collect information in ways 
that expose "factsn useful to both protagonists as well as 
antagonists of the evaluand. 

Principle 9: The evaluator must release findings continuously 
and openly so as to provide ample opportunity for the 
assessment of their credibility from al1 constructed points of 
view, and for their rebuttal should that be the desire of some 
audience ( s  ) 



Principle 10: While merit can be assessed in isolation, worth 
can be assessed only in relation to particular needs-in- 
context . Change the context and you change both needs and 
worth . 
Principle 11: The evaluator cannot carry out an assessrnent 
either of needs or worth except with field-based methods that 
take full account of the local context. 

Principle 12: Transferability of assessments of needs and/or 
of worth fonn one context to another depends on the empirical 
similarity of sending and receiving contexts. 

Note: "Most past evaluations have been exogenous, that 
is, with control vested entirely in the hands of the 
professional evaluator. A few evaluation are endogenous, 
that is, with control vested in the hands of the 
audience (s) . . . But what is called for in light of 
fourth-generation position is full collaborati6n, in the 
sense that evaluator ( s )  and stakeholder (s) or their 
representatives are continuously involved." 

Principle 13: Stakeholders must be given an opportunity to 
react to findings for both validational and ethical reasons, 
to satisfy the weak sense of the collaboration requirement. 

Note : Weak sense : " S  takeholders are given an opportunity 
to react to f indings and to the evaluatorf s constructions 
thereof. This is also called "member checks". 

Principle 14: The evaluator must involve al1 stakeholders at 
al1 in the evaluation process, soliciting and honouring 
their inputs even on what might be called the more technical - 
decisions that must be made. 

Principle 15: Stakeholders (or their representatives) must be 
engaged in a negotiation process to determine what course of 
action should be taken in light of their findings. This 
stakeholder group, not the evaluator alone, would act as 
judges in making recommendat ions. The evaluator rather acts as 
mediator of the process. 

Principle 16 : The evaluator mus 
continuing disagreements among 
the negotiation process is 
understanding. 

- 

t al 
the 
not 

.low for the possibility 
stakeholders. The goal 

. SU much consensus 

Principle 17: The evaluator should act as mediator and change 
agent in these negotiations , encouraging f ollow through in 
relation to whatever may be decided by the parties and acting 
as monitor to assess the extent to which follow-through 
occurs. The evaluator's role thus extends well beyond the 
point of reporting findings. 



Participant Consent Form 

This is to indicate that 1, I 

understand the nature of my involvement in this project . 1 
realize that the results of the research will be included in 
the researcher8s Practicum Report at the University of 
Manitoba and a report to the National Literacy Secretariat of 
Canada. 

I have been assured that my participation will be kept 
confidential by the researcher and that no names will be used 
in the presentation of the results. No details of what 1 
reveal will be shared with the institution. However, there may 
be limits to confidentiality in that a person with both 
knowledge of myself and the study could possibly identify rny 
participation. 

By signing this form below 1 give my consent to be interviewed 
and have t h i s  rnaterial included in the research project. 1 
also recognize that my participation in this project will not 
in any way influence or expedite my release. 

1 give my consent to have this information recorded by tape 
recorder. Al1 information will be stored in a locked filing 
cabinet and destroyed when the research is completed. 

I understand that 1 may withdraw frorn this research project at 
any t ime . 
I understand the information on this  form. 

Signature of Participant: 

Witness : 

Date : 



A p p e n d i x  C 
Introduction of Research Project to Teachet 

FAX 

DATE : Date 
TO: Teacherrs Name 
FAX #: number 
FROM : Russell Loewen, John Howard Society of Brandon 
RE: Literacy Research Project 

NUMBER OF PAGES TO FOLLOW: I 

Thank you for taking the time to ta lk  with me today 
about the literacy research project. Further to our 
conversation, I am f orwarding the promised information. 1 11 
see you at -.... on ...... 1997 (to be confinedl when we 
can discuss this in more detail. Please also confirm with 
(Warden) about the possibility of interviewing students on 
....-..- 1997. Thanks. 

"Transition to the C ~ ~ i t y u  
Literacy Research Project 

hinding for this project comes f r o m  the National 
Literacy Secretariat of Canada. An extensive literature 
review is under way and will serve to infonn and provide a 
context for the research. 

The purpose of "Transition to the Communityw is to 
determine which factors increase/decrease success for  
inmates (ex-inmates) who have participated in literacy 
programs in Prisons. This research will consider the factors 
involved in inrnates realizing literacy/educational goals 
which they set while involved in prison literacy programs. 
The research will also consider the impact of various 
literacy models and of volunteer or other support offered to 
participants both within the program and upon release- 



This study proposes to interview 50 inmates - 10 each 
from five federal and provincial institutions in Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan. The inmates chosen for the study should be 
personally motivated and have set literacy-related goals for 
release. In addition to interviewhg each of the inmates 
personally, the Project proposes to hold focus group 
interviews at each institution. The focus group will ask 
participants to identify factors which increase/decrease the 
likelihood of released inmates reaching their literacy- 
related goals. Tt is proposed that these interviews and 
£ocus groups occur on ... 

Phase II - Four to six Months after inmates are 
released, in Phase II of the  Project, follow-up interviews 
will be held to determine the  level to which literacy 
students are reaching their goals and ta discover the 
reasons for their level of success. 

About the Research and Researcher 

This research will be conducted by Russell Loewen, 
Executive Director of the John Howard Society of Brandon who 
brings more than 10 years of criminal justice experience to 
this project . M r .  Loewen has worked for the John Howard 
Society for seven years in Manitoba. Prior ta this, he 
worked in the justice system as a probation officer. 

This project completes his ~practicumw requirements 
toward a Master of Social Work degree. Overseeing this work 
is an advisory committee which includes both federal and 
provincial correctional officials and M r .  Loewen's practicum 
Committee at the University of Manitoba. Confidentiality of 
information and protection of research subjects will be 
ensured via a review by the ethics committee at the 
University of Manitoba. 



This Information Sheet is intended to give you some information 
about this research project. EopefüLly it will be of some help to you as 
you decide whether or not to participate in this project. 

The research will be conducted in the months of March, April, and 
May, 1997 by the John Howard Society of Brandon &th Russell Loewen 
being the primary researcher- It is sponsored by the National Literacy 
Secretariat. 

The intent of the project is to determine the goals of people who 
are taking literacy courses in Prisons. In other wordç, what do people 
w a n t  to do with what they are learning inside? Secondly, this project 
wants to find out what will either help or hinder the accomplishment of 
these goals. - 

The research will be conducted in two phases. The first phase will 
involve a personal intenriew of approximately one h o u  and a focus group 
discussion of one hour in length involving you and approximately nine 
other literacy students. This first phase will occur inside prison 
during the three months prior to release. 

The second phase will be completed approximately six months after 
the person is released from prison and will be a follow-up to phase one. 
Phase two will ask about the literacy goals you set in prison and the 
factors which have lead to greater or lesser success for you. 

In the final analysis, this research would like to determine which 
factors are helpful for people accomplishing the literacy goals which 
people set for themselves in prison. 

The results of this research will be published in a final report 
form fox the National Literacy Secretariat and may also be published in 
a journal. 

People uho participate in the survey vil1 not be identified in any 
way in any report (including inmate number). A coding system will be 
used which will onïy be known to the researcher. information gained from 
the research will ensure coafidentiality and anonymity. 

Thank you for taking the tirne to consider participating. 

Sincerel y, 

Russell Loewen 
Research Coordinator 
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